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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum sets forth methodologies for completing the services provided in Task Orders 17 and
18, Watershed Assessments for the Rock Creek and Cabin John Watersheds in accordance with Contract
#1014465. These methodologies are based on those previously used in developing Watershed
Implementation Plans under Task Order 5, as well as methods described by the Implementation Plan
Guidance Document, which was completed in September 2011 under the previous Task Order 7a for
Contract #7802000121.
The purpose of Task Orders 17 and 18 was to develop updated watershed assessments for the Rock
Creek and Cabin John watersheds, with the goal of identifying and prioritizing future restoration
opportunities. The scopes of work for both task orders are provided in Appendix A.
In the Spring of 2018, both watershed assessments were re-scoped to focus on the potential for
restoring entire small order streams and their associated drainage areas in addition to other high
priority areas that were identified in the assessment. This resulted in the development of 10 catchment
plans for the Cabin John watershed and 19 catchment plans for the Rock Creek watershed. The revised
scopes of work for the catchment planning efforts are provided in Appendix B.
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2.0

PRELIMINARY ACTION INVENTORY

Desktop and field assessments conducted over the fall and winter of 2016, and spring of 2017, resulted
in the development of a Preliminary Action Inventory (Inventory) which identified feasible restoration
opportunities. All visited sites, whether feasible or infeasible opportunities, were considered part of the
Inventory. The Inventory is a direct result of the field data collected using the following assessments:
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood Assessment (DEP’s RainScapes Assessment)
New BMP Assessment (modified from Schueler et al., 2007)
Green Streets Assessment
Stream Corridor Assessment (SCA) (modified from Yetman, 2001)

Field assessments were digitized into the platform, Fulcrum, which allowed field crews to conduct the
assessments using tablets. Data was downloaded to ArcGIS from Fulcrum. Field crews performed inoffice quality control review of the data once field collection was complete. Once the quality control
review was complete, the field data for all watersheds and assessments were pulled into a single
geodatabase. The geodatabase provides access to the field data and associated photos via ArcGIS.
2.1

Neighborhood Assessment

This assessment evaluated neighborhoods for potential future inclusion in the County’s RainScapes
program. A desktop assessment narrowed candidate neighborhoods for field assessments using the
following metrics:
1) Neighborhood Characteristics
a) 90% or greater of neighborhood is in the Rock Creek or Cabin John watershed
b) DOES HAVE an HOA
2) Green Streets Neighborhoods
a) Is NOT an Existing Green Streets Neighborhood
b) Is NOT a Potential Green Streets Neighborhood (per prior DEP analyses)
3) RainScapes Neighborhoods
a) Is NOT an Existing RainScapes
b) RainScapes neighborhood screening – neighborhoods with High or Medium per County-wide
analysis
4) Existing Treatment
a) Is NOT a Credited Swale Neighborhood
b) Less than 50% of neighborhood drains to an existing BMP
c) Less than 50% of neighborhood treated by a restoration project
The field assessment used DEP’s RainScapes Targeted Neighborhoods protocol. This approach required
assessment on a lot-by-lot basis for the front of the lot from the public ROW. Field data points were
intersected with the County’s property layer to associate data with the appropriate parcel.
2.2

New BMP Assessment

An assessment was conducted to identify the potential implementation of New BMPs where none
currently exists. These efforts were intended to supplement previous efforts by the County to identify
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potential retrofit of schools, other local government facilities and existing stormwater ponds. A desktop
assessment narrowed candidate sites for field assessments using the following metrics:
1) Parcels with Untreated Impervious Areas
Parcels met all of the below:
a) Select parcels with greater than 5 acres of impervious area (IA)
b) Select parcels that have the majority of parcel IA located in the watershed
c) Select parcels that have the majority of parcel IA located in the MS4 included area
d) Eliminate parcels within drainage areas (DEP SWFAC DA) of existing BMPs, DEP restoration
or retrofit projects (per “Restoration-DA”)
e) Visually screen remaining parcels using aerial photo
2) DEP Identified Opportunities
Using aerial photos and other GIS layers, sites within the watershed were visually assessed to meet
all of the following criteria:
a) drainage areas over approximately 1 acre that include impervious area (IA)
b) majority of IA located in the MS4 included area
c) primarily within County right-of-way or on County property
d) relatively flat, open, don’t have a significant amount of high quality trees, and that don’t
have significant utility conflicts
The New BMP field assessment uses a modified version of the Center for Watershed Protection’s
Retrofit Reconnaissance Inventory (Schueler et al., 2007).
2.3

Green Streets Assessment

This assessment looked for opportunities to provide stormwater quality treatment within the ROWs
located in residential neighborhoods in the Cabin John and Rock Creek watersheds. A desktop
assessment narrowed candidate neighborhoods for field assessments using the following metrics:
1) Neighborhood Characteristics
a) 50% or more of lot frontage has green panels equal to or greater than 10 feet wide
2) Neighborhood Characteristics
a) 90% or greater of neighborhood is in the Rock Creek or Cabin John Creek watershed
3) Green Streets Neighborhoods
a) Is NOT an Existing Green Streets Neighborhood
b) IS a Potential Green Streets Neighborhood (per prior DEP analysis)
4) Existing Treatment
a) Less than 50% of lot frontage has Credited Swales
b) Less than 50% of neighborhood drains to an existing BMP
c) Less than 50% of neighborhood treated by a restoration project
5) Soils
a) Neighborhood is predominately Hydrologic Soil Group A or B HSG (greater than 75%)
6) Utilities
a) Less than 50% of lot frontage has underground electric utilities
2.4

Stream Corridor Assessment
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This assessment was conducted to assess stream reaches pre-identified by DEP. The mainstems of Cabin
John Creek and Rock Creek were not assessed. Other stream reaches not assessed included concrete
channels, previously restored streams, stream reaches planned for restoration, ephemeral swales, most
streams in SHA right-of-way, streams in the City of Rockville, and other lower priority reaches. The
assessment utilized Maryland Department of Natural Resources’ continuous stream walk assessment to
document existing stream conditions such as erosion and trash dumping (Yetman, 2001). Preset fields in
an assessment database representing various existing stream conditions provided the framework for
data collection. In addition to describing a representative site for each reach, the collected data
documented the following conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Channel Alterations
Erosion Sites
Exposed Pipes
Fish Barriers
Headcuts
Inadequate Buffer
Outfall Repair Indicated
Side Channels
Pipe Outfalls
Construction Activity In or Near Streams
Trash Dumping
Unusual Conditions
RSC/Opportunity for Channel Stabilization

A description of each common data field follows:
Existing Channel Alteration
This record includes data on any structural change to the channel or banks including, but not limited
to, concrete linings, gabion baskets for bank stabilization, and rip rap lined channels.
Erosion Sites
This record includes data on areas of eroding banks or channels. Erosion was generally noted when
greater than 300’ in length. Erosion less than 300’ in length were typically not recorded. Severity
was documented from 1 (most severe) to 5 (minor). The most severe rating is for a long section of
stream (>1,000 ft) that is actively eroding and incision of several feet on both sides of the stream. A
minor rating would be a short section limited to one area (e.g., a meander bend). The data is
represented as both a point feature and a line feature. The two feature classes have the same
attributes with the line feature having one additional field, “shape length,” to document the length
of the erosion site.
Exposed Pipes
This field sheet documented exposed pipes and any associated discharge in the stream channel.
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Fish Barriers
This record includes data on obstructions, both natural or manmade, that block the passage of fish
in a stream that contain, or might contain, fish. Fish blockages may be noted where there is a
vertical drop (>=6”) or shallow water that may occur as a result of road crossings.
Headcuts
This record includes data on headcuts in the stream channel.
Inadequate Buffers
This record includes data on the vegetative status of the area within 50 feet of either side of the
stream. Inadequate buffers were generally recorded when forested area adjacent to the stream is
less than 50’.
Side Channels
This record includes data on any side channel discovered along a stream reach. The data is
represented as a line feature starting at the stream channel and continuing to the outfall.
Pipe Outfalls
This record includes data for any pipe outfall discovered along a stream reach or at the upstream
end of a side channel. Some outfalls were previously identified as County or State outfalls with an
associated Outfall ID. These assessments highlight any newly identified outfalls.
Construction Activity In or Near Stream
This record includes data for any active construction sites found during the assessment. Any
available information regarding these construction sites along a stream reach is included.
Outfall Repairs
This record includes data fields from DEP’s 2006 Storm Drain Evaluation form and documents if any
pipe outfall or receiving channel (structural or earthen) requires a repair. Field crews used best
professional judgement to determine the need for a repair. Examples include erosion that has
caused the headwall and/or apron to be undercut, pipe corrosion, the concrete pipe or liner is
breaking apart, etc.
Representative Site
Each reach assessed includes this record of data that documents the overall condition of the reach.
At least one representative site was assessed for each stream reach. The representative site dorm
documents the general conditions of the in-stream habitat and adjacent stream corridor using 10
habitat parameters: attachment sites for macroinvertebrates, embeddedness, shelter for fish,
channel alteration, sediment deposition, stream velocity and depth, channel flow, bank vegetation,
bank condition, and bank vegetation width.
When flow was observed in a side channel, at least one representative site field form was filled out
for the side channel as well. Representative sites are included in the geodatabase as both a point
feature class and a line feature class. The line feature class has a limited data set and primarily
includes the Combined_ID and the length, in feet.
Trash Dumping
This record identifies locations where debris is being deposited in or near the channel.
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Unusual Conditions
This record allows the field crew to document any condition that cannot be classified under any of
the previous assessments.
RSC/Opportunity for Channel Stabilization
This record documented potential sites for Channel Stabilization (Regenerative Stormwater
Conveyance or RSC) sites along the stream reach.
Other data was collected less often:
Additional Mileage
Documentation of mileage assessed in addition to the reaches identified by DEP. Primarily consists
of eroded side tributaries or the uppermost headwaters of a stream.
No Stream Presence
Documentation of reaches identified by DEP that could not be assessed due to lack of a defined
stream channel (e.g., headwaters transitioned into swale).
Streams Assessed
Documentation of assessed reaches.
Streams No Access
Streams that were not assessed due to lack of access (e.g., landowner denied access; fencing
prevented access).
Potential Follow-Up Actions Identified Via Field Work:
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.5

Consider repairing outfalls, where indicated
Incorporate newly identified stormwater outfalls into County GIS
Investigate ways to remove trash dumping and prevent reoccurrence
Educate residents about the importance of stream buffers and actions they can take to help
(e.g., reduce/eliminate lawn mowing along stream banks)
Consider opportunities to reforest inadequate buffers
Consider channel stabilization (RSC) opportunities
Overview of Geodatabase

The geodatabase containing the field data collected was delivered to the County. The geodatabases
contain a feature class associated with each of the assessments. A summary of the field work as
documented within the geodatabase is provided in Table 2.1.
Unique identifiers were developed to differentiate between assessments and field sites. The protocol for
assigning unique IDs is detailed in Appendix C. Within the geodatabase, unique IDs are frequently
captured under the field name, “Combined_ID.”
Detailed descriptions of the fields contained within each feature class are provided in Appendix D.
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Table 2.1. Summary of Field Work as Contained within the Geodatabase
Field Assessment

Units

Neighborhood

Neighborhoods

New BMP

New BMP sites

Green Streets

Neighborhoods

Stream Corridor
Assessment

Stream miles

Watershed

# of Units Completed

Rock Creek

4

Cabin John

3

Rock Creek

29

Cabin John

30

Rock Creek

9

Cabin John

5

Rock Creek

97*

Cabin John

40*

* Includes streams that were not assessed due to lack of access (e.g., landowner denied access; fencing
prevented access)
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3.0

PRIORITIES FOR PROPOSED PROJECTS

3.1

Screening/Prioritization and Weighting Process

The screening/prioritization and weighting process was an approach used to score and rank the results
of field data collected over the fall and winter of 2016 and spring of 2017 referred to hereafter as
preliminary screening. The preliminary screening used field data collected during the following four field
assessments:
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood Assessment
New BMP Assessment
Green Streets Assessment
Stream Corridor Assessment
o Representative Sites
o Erosion Sites
o Inadequate Buffers
o Trash Dumping
o Channel Stabilization (RSC)

Specific considerations and clarifications include:
1. The neighborhood assessment approach is based entirely on the existing County RainScapes
assessment and ranking.
2. Consistency on weighting schemes (e.g., low scores associated with better restoration
opportunities) were ultimately unified across all assessments.
3. The unit costs for new BMPs and stream restoration were provided by DEP and are the same as
those used for recent CIP budgets.
4. Trash as a potential metric for isolating a specific restoration initiative may be better suited to
flag projects to share with community outreach and engagement initiatives as opposed to a
potential capital project.
5. DEP staff have discussed the value of prioritizing both less healthy watersheds for improvement
and healthy watersheds for conservation.
The screening/prioritization and weighting parameters for each of the assessments are described in
more detail in sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.4. The preliminary screening for each assessment was used to
score, rank and break out scoring into tiers or quartiles.
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3.1.1

Neighborhood Assessment Screening/Prioritization and Weighting Parameters

Notes:
•
•
•
•

“Preliminary Screening” data field was used as a preliminary screening tool (yes/no)
Uses existing prioritization framework developed by County RainScapes
Current point scale results in low point totals associated with better opportunities
Deleted driveway slope to be consistent with past RainScapes scoring
RANKING FACTOR

Downspout Connection
•
100%
•
75%
•
50%
•
25%
•
0%
Front Yard Slope
•
Low
•
Low / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Moderate / steep
•
Steep
•
Steep / graded / terraced
•
Graded toward house
Project Potential – Rain Garden
•
Good
•
Slight constraint
•
Moderate constraint
•
Possible with careful design
•
Not suitable
Project Potential – Conservation Landscaping
•
Good
•
Slight constraint
•
Moderate constraint
•
Possible with careful design
•
Not suitable
Project Potential – Rain Barrel / Cistern
•
Good
•
Slight constraint
•
Moderate constraint
•
Possible with careful design
•
Not suitable
Project Potential – Tree Canopy
•
No trees / good space
•
No trees / slightly constrained
•
Moderate constraint half yard suitable
•
Possible with careful siting
•
Not suitable
Landscaping Effort
•
Good maintenance prospects
•
Moderately maintained
•
Low effort
•
Minimal effort

October 26, 2018

SCORE
(BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 8
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 27)
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[1.5]
[2]
[2.5]
[3]
[3.5]
[4]
[1]
[1.5]
[2]
[2.5]
[3]
[1]
[1.5]
[2]
[2.5]
[3]
[1]
[1.5]
[2]
[2.5]
[3]
[1]
[1.5]
[2]
[2.5]
[3]
[1]
[1.5]
[2]
[2.5]
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RANKING FACTOR
•
Not suitable, no maintenance or incompatible yard
On-Lot Driveway Retrofit Space
•
Grading and space good
•
Possible with careful design or driveway modified
•
Not suitable
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SCORE
(BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 8
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 27)
[3]
[1]
[2]
[3]
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3.1.2

New BMP Assessment Screening/Prioritization and Weighting Parameters

Notes:
• “Further Consideration” field was used as a preliminary screening tool (yes/no)
RANKING FACTOR
Treatment & Restoration
Impervious Cover Treated
•
>10 acres
•
≤10 – ≥2 acres
•
<2 – >0.5 acres
•
≤0.5 acres
Subwatershed Biological Condition
•
Located in poor average benthic IBI
•
Located in fair average benthic IBI
•
Located in good average benthic IBI
•
Located in excellent average benthic IBI
Feasibility
Site Access
•
Good (no constraint or 1 constraint)
•
Fair (2 to 4 constraints)
•
Bad (access denied or ≥ 5 constraints)
Utility Conflicts
•
None (no conflicts)
•
Some (1 to 2 conflicts)
•
Many (≥ 3 conflicts)
Potential Permitting Constraints
•
None (no constraints)
•
Minor (1 to 2 constraints)
•
Major (≥ 3 constraints)
Land Use Conflicts
•
None (No)
•
Minor (Other)
•
Major (Yes)
Property Ownership
•
Public (County, Schools, Parks)
•
Institutional / non-profit / HOA
•
Private (private and unknown)
Cost Effectiveness
Cost per IA
•
<$75K
•
≥$75K - ≤$400K
•
>$400K
Estimated Construction Cost1
•
< $75K = Low
•
≥$75K – <$250K = Medium
•
≥ $250K = High
1 Based on Montgomery County cost per impervious acre treated
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SCORE
(BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 9
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 100)
[1]
[10]
[20]
[30]
[1]
[5]
[10]
[15]
[1]
[5]
[10]
[1]
[5]
[10]
[1]
[5]
[10]
[1]
[5]
[10]
[1]
[3]
[5]
[1]
[3]
[5]
[1]
[3]
[5]
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3.1.3

Green Streets Assessment Screening/Prioritization and Weighting Parameters

Notes:
• Used Green Panel field data to develop a mean Green Panel Suitability score for each
neighborhood. Segments are weighted into the neighborhood mean by their segment length, as
a percentage of the total neighborhood street length that was assessed (longer segment length
scores represent a longer length of street and will thus have more influence on the
neighborhood mean value than shorter segment lengths).
• Normalize Estimated Number of Opportunities in the neighborhood by length of street assessed.
o For Opportunities other than Green Panels, to be counted as an Opportunity, area must
be available and there must be flow to the potential treatment Opportunity.
• If Panel Width is <6’ or if Front Yard Slope is “Houses identified below road grade,” the segment
is considered to have 0 opportunities.
PRIORITIZATION STEP 1 – SEGMENT SCORING
RANKING FACTOR
Green Panels Suitability (50 total points)
Panel Width
•
> 10 feet
•
≥ 6 feet - 10 feet
•
< 6’ feet
Panel Length
•
> 30 feet
•
≥ 15 feet - 30 feet
•
< 15 feet
Cross Slope
•
< 5%
•
> 5%
Utility Conflicts (conflicts noted as “yes”)
•
None (no conflicts)
•
Some (1 to 3)
•
Many (≥ 4)
Front Yard Slope
•
Graded toward street
•
Graded towards house
•
House below road grade
ROW Tree Canopy Coverage
•
0%
•
< 25%
•
25 - 50%
•
> 50%
Adj Private Property Tree Canopy Coverage
•
0%
•
< 25%
•
25 - 50%
•
> 50%
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SCORE
[1]
[5]
[Total Green Panels Suitability
Score Automatically Goes to 50]
[1]
[5]
[10]
[1]
[5]
[1]
[5]
[10]
[1]
[4]
[Total Green Panels Suitability
Score Automatically Goes to 50]
[1]
[2]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[4]
[5]
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PRIORITIZATION STEP 1 – SEGMENT SCORING
RANKING FACTOR
Estimated Number of Opportunities (Includes All Opportunities) (25 total points)
Estimated Number of Opportunities / 1,000 LF of Street Length (feet)
•
> 35
•
> 25 to 35
•
> 20 to 25
•
> 10 to 20
•
> 0 to 10
•
None
PRIORITIZATION STEP 2 – NEIGHBORHOOD RANKING
RANKING FACTOR
Mean of Green Panels Suitability Score (50 total points)
Mean of Green Panels Suitability scores from Prioritization Step 1, by neighborhood
(segment scores are weighted into the mean by their length)
Mean Opportunities Score (25 total points)
Mean of Estimated Number of Opportunities scores from Prioritization Step 1, by
neighborhood (segment scores are weighted into the mean by their length)
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SCORE
[1]
[5]
[10]
[15]
[20]
[25]

SCORE
(BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 8
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 75)
BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 7
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 50
BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 1
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 25
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3.1.4

Stream Corridor Assessment Screening/Prioritization and Weighting Parameters

Stream Restoration
RANKING FACTOR
Representative Site
Velocity & Depth
•
Poor
•
Marginal
•
Suboptimal
•
Optimal
Embeddedness
•
Poor
•
Marginal
•
Suboptimal
•
Optimal
Bank Condition
•
Poor
•
Marginal
•
Suboptimal
•
Optimal
Erosion Site
Total Length
•
≥ 1000 feet
•
≥ 300 feet and < 1000 feet
•
< 300 feet
Average Severity
•
Most severe
•
Severe / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Minor / moderate
•
Minor
Average Correctability
•
Best
•
Best / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Worst / moderate
•
Worst
Average Access
•
Easy
•
Easy/ moderate
•
Moderate
•
Difficult/ moderate
•
Difficult
Biological condition
Subwatershed Biological Condition
•
Located in poor average benthic IBI
•
Located in fair average benthic IBI
•
Located in good average benthic IBI
•
Located in excellent average benthic IBI
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SCORE
(BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 8
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 76)
[1]
[4]
[8]
[12]
[1]
[4]
[8]
[12]
[1]
[4]
[8]
[12]
[1]
[5]
[10]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[5}
[10]
[15]
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RSCs Opportunities for Channel Stabilization
RANKING FACTOR
Erosion Severity
•
Most severe
•
Severe / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Minor / moderate
•
Minor
Correctability
•
Best
•
Best / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Worst / moderate
•
Worst
Access
•
Easy
•
Easy/ moderate
•
Moderate
•
Difficult / moderate
•
Difficult
Length
•
> 350 feet - 1000 feet
•
> 150 feet - 350 feet
•
> 100 feet - 150 feet
•
> 50 feet - 100 feet
•
0 feet - 50 feet
Subwatershed Biological Condition
•
Located in poor average benthic IBI
•
Located in fair average benthic IBI
•
Located in good average benthic IBI
•
Located in excellent average benthic IBI
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SCORE
(BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 5
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 25)
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[4]
[5]
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Trash
RANKING FACTOR
Amount
•
≥ 50 pickup trucks
•
< 50 and ≥ 4 pickup trucks
•
< 4 pickup trucks
Severity
•
Most severe
•
Severe/ moderate
•
Moderate
•
Minor/ moderate
•
Minor
Correctability
•
Best
•
Best / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Worst / moderate
•
Worst
Access
•
Easy
•
Easy / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Difficult / moderate
•
Difficult
Property Ownership
•
Public
•
Unknown
•
Private
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SCORE
(BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 5
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 25)
[1]
[3]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[3]
[5]
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Inadequate Buffer
RANKING FACTOR
Inadequate on both sides
•
Yes
•
No
Existing Width
•
≤ 10 feet
•
> 10 feet and ≤ 30 feet
•
> 30 feet
Length
•
≥ 1000 feet
•
≥ 300 feet and < 1000 feet
•
< 300 feet
Severity
•
Most severe
•
Severe / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Minor / moderate
•
Minor
Correctability
•
Best
•
Best / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Worst / moderate
•
Worst
Access
•
Easy
•
Easy / moderate
•
Moderate
•
Difficult / moderate
•
Difficult
Subwatershed Biological Condition
•
Located in poor average benthic IBI
•
Located in fair average benthic IBI
•
Located in good average benthic IBI
•
Located in excellent average benthic IBI
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SCORE
(BEST POSSIBLE SCORE = 7
WORST POSSIBLE SCORE = 40)
[1]
[5]
[1]
[3]
[5]
[1]
[3]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[1]
[3}
[7]
[10]
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3.2

DEP Revisions to Stream Corridor Assessment Prioritization

Four methods of stream prioritization were utilized in the watershed assessment. The first method is a
standard method, but DEP identified some potential deficiencies described below. Three additional
methods were used which focus on erosion, as erosion is the primary issue that needs to be addressed
during stream restoration and is the primary factor affecting water quality. Additionally, erosion is the
factor that potentially threatens infrastructure and properties.
•

•

•

Maryland Department of Natural Resources Stream Corridor Assessment Method (Top 20):
“The Stream Corridor Assessment (SCA) survey is designed to provide a method which can be
used to both rapidly assess the general physical condition of a stream system and identify the
location of a variety of common environmental problems within the stream’s corridors. It is
intended to be a tool that can help resource managers identify not only the location of
environmental problems but also restoration opportunities that exist within a drainage
network.” (Yetman 2001)
Prioritization of streams for restoration is based on the following ranking factors:
o Velocity and Depth
o Embeddedness
o Bank Condition
o Total Erosion Length
o Average Erosion Severity
o Average Correctability
o Average Access
o Subwatershed Biological Condition
This is a standard accepted method for assessing and ranking streams and is useful for
identifying a variety of issues that may occur in a stream reach. However, there are several
issues that DEP identified with using this method:
o Velocity, depth, and embeddedness pertain primarily to perennial streams. Many of
the stream reaches that were assessed are intermittent or ephemeral channels.
These criteria are less pertinent in these types of channels.
o Although average correctability and access are important, there was also a desire to
focus on the primary problem of erosion.
o Subwatershed biological condition is also an important factor. However, this
condition is a measure of a larger stream system which is typically based on one or a
few monitoring sites. It does not necessarily relate directly to the stream reach
being assessed, which may have a different biological condition from that of the
overall watershed.
Erosion Amount (Top 20): In order to focus on large areas of erosion, DEP ranked streams by
the overall amount of erosion. This was determined by multiplying the average erosion severity
by the length of erosion in a reach. This method prioritized large areas of more significant
erosion. This is useful for identifying potential restoration projects as a significant amount of
length and erosion can be addressed in one contiguous reach during a restoration project.
DEP Erosion Percent Method (Top 20): In order to focus on hotspots of erosion, DEP ranked
stream reaches by percent of erosion. This was determined by multiplying the average erosion
severity by the percent of the reach that is eroded. The Erosion Amount Method prioritizes long
stretches of erosion. The Erosion Percent Method is used to prioritize areas of erosion that may
not be quite as long, but that are particularly severe.
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•

Average Erosion Severity (All): This is a simple method that identifies stream reaches that fall
into the top two tiers of average erosion severity. This is similar to the Erosion Percent Method
in that it flags areas of particularly severe erosion, but doesn’t factor in the overall percent of
the reach that has severe erosion. This method helps ensure that any small areas of especially
severe erosion don’t get missed in prioritization.
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4.0

CATCHMENT PLANS FOR RESTORATION PROJECTS

Focus catchments were identified by DEP and generally ranged from 200 to 1,000 acres. The catchment
plans highlight potential restoration opportunities within each catchment.
4.1

Selection of Catchments

Within the overall watershed, smaller subwatersheds, referred to as catchments, were identified for
restoration priorities. The intent of prioritizing catchments is to focus restoration efforts on streams that
are particularly in need of restoration. Also, by combining a number of efforts, these particular streams
are likely to receive a greater positive impact than would be realized by widely scattered projects, where
the positive impact would be diluted. In this way, the goal is to restore entire catchments to the
maximum extent practicable. In general, the catchments of high priority streams were prioritized, but
the following provides more detail on factors considered in prioritization.
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

1st or 2nd Order Stream: Only the drainage areas of 1st and 2nd order streams were identified
as catchment priorities. The size of these drainage areas is more manageable for restoration
and it is more likely that treatment of the entire drainage area can be achieved. Additionally,
restoration of the stream reach in question may be more manageable as the stream will be
subject to lower flow rates and sheer stresses than that of larger order streams.
High Priority Stream: Although not absolutely necessary for catchment prioritization, most
catchments were prioritized based on the drainage area feeding a high priority stream.
These stream reaches were identified as being in the greatest need of restoration and
correspondingly would also be the most in need of, and the most likely to benefit from
stormwater treatment practices in the drainage areas.
Synergy of Opportunities: A stream catchment is particularly suited for prioritization if
there are good opportunities for stormwater treatment in the catchment. This might be a
few very good opportunities that treat a large amount of drainage area or many good
opportunity locations scattered throughout the catchment. The overall intent is prioritizing
catchments where significant treatment can be achieved.
Existing SWM Projects: Combining potential opportunities with existing built stormwater
management practices achieves greater overall treatment of the catchment area and
greater success in improvement for the receiving stream. This is very similar to the Synergy
of Opportunities, but takes existing practices into consideration.
Known Issues: Some catchments have areas where DEP is aware of issues that directly
affect the public. These could be erosion of properties and infrastructure, flooding, or other
issues that have been brought to DEP’s attention. These areas are priorities for restoration
because DEP can improve water quality goals while at the same time helping to correct
other issues that directly impact residents.
Public Interest: Areas where DEP is aware of public interest in restoration was a factor in
prioritizing catchment areas. This was particularly the case in areas where there has been or
may be opportunities for partnering on projects.
Biological Improvement: Although improvements for aquatic life is one of the overarching
goals of stormwater retrofits and restoration, some areas might be especially suited for
improvement. This was a potential factor in catchment prioritization.
Sector Plans: Sector Plans were considered in prioritization. This could include the
likelihood for redevelopment and how that might contribute to restoration of the
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catchment. It could also include consideration of areas identified for some form of
restoration.
4.2

Watershed Restoration and Stormwater Management Opportunities

Each catchment was evaluated for watershed restoration and stormwater management opportunities
with an emphasis on providing treatment for untreated impervious areas within the MS4 included area.
A desktop and field verification were conducted for the following types of opportunities:
•

•

•

•

•

Stream Restoration: Streams were identified as good candidates for restoration when they
were highly eroded or ecologically deteriorated. Restoration consists of techniques or methods
to protect infrastructure and improve water quality by reducing stream bank erosion,
minimizing down-cutting of stream beds, and restoring aquatic ecosystems.
Regenerative Stormwater Conveyance (RSC) and Outfall Stabilization: Outfall areas and
channel reaches with intermittent or ephemeral flows and significant erosion were identified as
potential opportunities. RSC consists of a series of step pools and sand filters constructed to
allow surface water to replenish the shallow groundwater. Outfall stabilization is typically
implemented for a short distance from an outfall and uses techniques to minimize erosion in the
outfall area.
Stormwater Management Facility: Suitable specific locations with drainage areas of about an
acre or more were identified for retrofit, or new individual or clustered facilities:
o New Stormwater Management Facility: Locations where a stormwater management facility
does not currently exist, but where there may be sufficient space for a facility and a
drainage area of approximately one acre or greater.
o Retrofit Stormwater Management Facility: Locations where there is an existing stormwater
management facility, but the facility does not sufficiently treat runoff from its associated
drainage area. Retrofit would consist of upgrades to improve water quality in the receiving
stream.
Stormwater Management: Neighborhoods and other areas were assessed for general suitability
of introducing various types of stormwater management which mimic nature to capture and
treat stormwater as close to the source as possible:
o Green Streets: Rain gardens and other low-impact practices constructed within the public
street right-of-way that reduce and filter stormwater runoff.
o RainScapes: Low-impact design techniques such as raingardens, conservation landscaping,
and permeable pavement that are voluntarily implemented by private property
owners. Under this program, typically on single family residential lots, the owner receives a
rebate for a portion of the implementation costs from the County.
o Community Environmental Site Design (ESD): Low-impact stormwater management
practices, that are constructed on private property with the approval of the property
owner. These could include capital improvement projects, grant projects, or RainScapes
projects on larger parcels.
o Public Property Environmental Site Design (ESD): Low-impact stormwater management
practices, that are constructed on public property. These could include capital improvement
projects, grant projects, or RainScapes projects on larger parcels.
Potential Green Streets Corridor: County arterial and collector roads which may have
opportunity for low-impact stormwater practices within the right-of-way and for which these
practices should be prioritized during the design of roadway improvement projects.
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4.3

Desktop Assessments and Windshield Surveys

An initial desktop assessment for each catchment was performed prior to the field assessment. This
included producing field maps for the field crews to record data on and to inform what areas to assess
and areas that do not require assessment. Areas that do not require assessment are roadways owned
and maintained by the State Highway Administration and credited stormwater management facility
drainage areas.
The field assessments were accomplished mostly in vehicle, this allowed field crews to complete
catchments in a timely manner and to effectively travel all areas of the catchment. Field crews
performed assessments on foot for those areas a vehicle could not travel and were on public space, this
included visiting noncredited stormwater management facilities to assess for retrofit opportunities.
Stormwater management facilities, retrofits, and RSCs were recorded as points. Green streets,
RainScapes, community ESD, and public property ESD were recorded as polygons. Stream restoration
and potential green street corridors were recorded as lines.
4.4

Restoration Potential

The “restoration potential” of each opportunity was identified as Good, Fair or Limited. The approach
for identifying potential depended on whether the opportunity was identified during the 2016 field
assessments (Table 4.1) or the 2018 windshield surveys (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.1. Restoration Potential for Preliminary Action Inventory (2016 Field Assessments)
Stream Restoration
• Locations evaluated during field assessments
• Using the prioritization rankings if a stream ranks in Tier 1 or 2 for 3 out of 3 scoring systems or 2 out of
3 scoring systems, then Good. If less than that, then fair.
o Top 20 SCA (JV) Method
o Top 20 DEP Erosion Amount Method (average erosion severity x length of erosion)
o Top 20 DEP Percent Method (average erosion severity x percent erosion)
RSC and Outfall Stabilization
• Locations were evaluated during field assessments
• Using the prioritization rankings:
o Tier 1 and 2 rank “Good”
o Tier 3 ranks “Fair”
o Tier 4 ranks “Limited”
New Stormwater Management Facility
• Locations were evaluated during field assessments
• Using the prioritization rankings:
o Tier 1 and 2 rank “Good”
o Tier 3 ranks “Fair”
o Tier 4 ranks “Limited”
RainScapes
• Locations were evaluated during field assessments
• Using the prioritization rankings:
o Tier 1 and 2 rank “Good”
o Tier 3 ranks “Fair”
o Tier 4 ranks “Limited”
Green Streets
• Locations were evaluated during field assessments
• Using the prioritization rankings:
o Tier 1 and 2 rank “Good”
o Tier 3 ranks “Fair”
o Tier 4 ranks “Limited”
Table 4.2. Restoration Potential for Catchment Assessments (2018 Windshield Surveys)
New Stormwater Management Facility
• Locations evaluated for:
o Areas that would treat at least one acre (approximately)
o Access to site
o Low utility conflicts
o Ownership/ land use issues
• Rating (Good, Fair, Limited) based on the suitability of the site per the above criteria.
• Locations marked by points on the catchment maps.
Retrofit Stormwater Management Facility
• Existing BMPs were evaluated for:
o Access to site
o Low utility conflicts
o Site constraints
o Ownership/ land use issues
• Rating (Good, Fair, Limited) based on the suitability of the site per the above criteria.
• Locations marked by points on the catchment maps.
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Table 4.2. Restoration Potential for Catchment Assessments (2018 Windshield Surveys)
RainScapes
• Locations evaluation based on:
o Slope
o Trees
o Front yard area
o Downspouts
o Low utility conflicts
• Rating (Good, Fair, Limited) based on 50-100%, 25-50%, and 0-25% of properties in that polygon having
suitable locations per the above criteria.
• Locations shown as polygons on the catchment maps.
Green Streets
• Locations evaluation based on:
o Slope
o Width of road and ROW
o Curb/gutter and pavement
o Green space in ROW
o Low utility conflicts
o Trees
• Rating (Good, Fair, Limited) based on 50-100%, 25-50%, and 0-25% of area in that polygon having
suitable locations per the above criteria.
• Locations shown as polygons on the catchment maps.
Community and Public Property ESD
• Locations evaluation based on:
o Slope
o Trees
o Open space area
o Impervious contribution
o Low utility conflicts
• Rating (Good, Fair, Limited) based on 50-100%, 25-50%, and 0-25% of properties in that polygon having
suitable locations per the above criteria.
• Locations shown as polygons on the catchment maps.
Green Streets Corridors
• Locations evaluation based on:
o Slope
o Width of road and ROW
o Curb/gutter and pavement
o Green space in ROW
o Low utility conflicts
o Trees
• Rating (Good, Fair, Limited) based on 50-100%, 25-50%, and 0-25% of area in within corridor having
suitable locations per the above criteria.
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5.0

POLLUTANT REDUCTION, IMPERVIOUS AREA TREATED AND COST ESTIMATES

To determine the pollutant reduction and impervious cover treated by the restoration opportunities,
the JV team applied the latest recommendations from Maryland Department of the Environment and
Chesapeake Bay Program.
5.1

New BMPs, Retrofits, ESD, RainScapes and Green Streets

The current annual pollutant load for total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorous (TP), and total suspended
solids (TSS) were calculated for New BMP, Retrofit, ESD, RainScapes, and Green Streets opportunities.
The drainage area pollutant load was estimated using the following equations:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

Where the average loading rate for the entire drainage area was determined by the following:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
= [%𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅]
∗ [%𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∗ 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅]
∗ [%𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅] ∗ [%𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅]

The drainage areas were calculated using Montgomery County GIS topographic and storm drain utility
data. The drainage area considered for Neighborhoods included only the private property, excluding the
road right-of-way. The approximate cover for the four land use categories (urban impervious, urban
pervious, rural, and forest) was estimated for each drainage area based on impervious cover, forest
cover, and Maryland Department of Planning land use planimetrics. Urban pervious area was defined as
the non-impervious and non-forest urban land. Rural land was defined as orchards/ vineyards/
horticulture, feeding operations, cropland, pasture, and agricultural buildings from the MDP data.
The average loading rates for TN, TP, and TSS (Table 5.1) for the urban impervious, urban pervious, and
forest land uses were determined using Table 1 and Table 10 from MDE’s Draft Accounting for
Stormwater Wasteload Allocations and Impervious Acres Treated: Guidance for National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Stormwater Permits (2011). Average loading rates for TSS, TN and TP for
the rural (“pasture”) land use were determined using Table 9-1, Table 10-1 and Table 10-2 of CBP Phase
5.3 Model (USEPA, 2010).
Table 5.1. Summary of Annual Pollutant Loading Rates
Land Area

TN Rate
(lbs/acre/yr)

TP Rate
(lbs/acre/yr)

TSS Rate
(tons/acre/yr)

Urban Impervious

10.85

2.04

0.46

Urban Pervious

9.43

0.57

0.07

Rural

9.5

0.99

1.6

Forest

3.16

0.13

0.03

The JV team assigned a pollutant removal efficiency for proposed stormwater management practices.
Past watershed assessment efforts in Montgomery County used the County’s BMP coding approach to
group removal efficiencies according to their traditional effectiveness category. For this effort, the JV
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developed a proposal conversion from the County’s coding approach to CAST efficiencies (Table 5.2).
The CAST efficiencies were then used for pollutant reduction estimates.
The load reduction was calculated using the following equation:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 %

Estimates for RainScapes and Green Streets neighborhood opportunities took into account the number
of properties assessed and an assumed level of implementation ranging from 10-30%. For Public
Property and Community ESD opportunities, it was assumed that 30% of existing impervious area would
be treatable. The same pollutant removal methods applied for New BMPs were utilized to determine
the pollutant load reduction.
Table 5.2. Conversion of Montgomery County BMP Codes to CAST BMPs
Montgomery County DEP
DEP
BMP
Structure
Code
Type

Description

CAST

Pollutant Removal
Efficiency (%)

BMP Full Name

Pollutant Removal
Efficiency (%)

TSS

TN

TP

TSS

TN

TP

3

PDWD

Pond-wetland only

80

40

50

Wet Ponds and Wetlands

60

20

45

3

PDWDED

Pond-wetland only,
extended
detention

80

40

50

Wet Ponds and Wetlands

60

20

45

3

PDWT

Pond-wet

80

40

50

Wet Ponds and Wetlands

60

20

45

3

PDWTED

Pond-wet,
extended
detention

80

40

50

Wet Ponds and Wetlands

60

20

45

3

SEPSF

Oil/grit separator
and sand filter

80

40

50

Filtering Practices

80

40

60

3

SF

Sand filter

80

40

50

Filtering Practices

80

40

60

3

SFQN

Sand filter,
quantity control
only

80

40

50

Filtering Practices

80

40

60

3

SFU

Sand filter
underground

80

40

50

Filtering Practices

80

40

60

3

SWD

Shallow wetland

80

40

50

Wet Ponds and Wetlands

60

20

45

4

BR

Bioretention,
quality control

90

65

65

Bioretention/raingardens - A/B
Soils, underdrains

80

70

75

4

BRQN

Bioretention,
quantity control

90

65

65

Bioretention/raingardens - A/B
Soils, underdrains

80

70

75

4

BR-RS

Bioretention wth
Rainstore

90

65

65

Bioretention/raingardens - A/B
Soils, underdrains

80

70

75

4

BS

Bioswale

90

65

65

Bioswale

80

70

75

4

CISTERN

Cistern

90

65

65

Stormwater Performance
Standard-Runoff Reduction

4

DS

Dry Swale

90

65

65

Bioswale
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Table 5.2. Conversion of Montgomery County BMP Codes to CAST BMPs
Montgomery County DEP
DEP
BMP
Structure
Code
Type

Description

CAST

Pollutant Removal
Efficiency (%)
TSS

TN

TP

BMP Full Name

Pollutant Removal
Efficiency (%)
TSS

TN

TP

80

85

4

DW

Dry Well

90

65

65

Infltration Practices w/o Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

4

GROOF

Green Roof

90

65

65

Impervious Disconnection to
Amended soils

15.6

4

INF

Infiltration trench

90

65

65

Infiltration Practices w/ Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

85

85

4

INFBERM

BERM Infiltration
berm

90

65

65

Infiltration Practices w/ Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

85

85

4

INFIL

Infiltrator

90

65

65

Infiltration Practices w/ Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

85

85

4

INFQN

Infiltration trench

90

65

65

Infiltration Practices w/ Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

85

85

4

INFU

Infiltration trench,
underground

90

65

65

Infiltration Practices w/ Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

85

85

4

INFUQN

Infiltration trench,
underground

90

65

65

Infiltration Practices w/ Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

85

85

4

LANDINF

Landscape
infiltration

90

65

65

Infltration Practices w/o Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no undrdrain

95

80

85

4

MBR

Micro-Bioretention

90

65

65

Bioretention/raingardens - A/B
Soils, underdrains

90

80

85

4

MINF

Micro-Infiltration
Trench

90

65

65

Infiltration Practices w/ Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

85

85

4

PP

Porous Pavement

90

65

65

Permeable Pavement w/ Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, underdrain

70

50

50

4

PSF

Peat sand filter

90

65

65

Filtering Practices

80

40

60

4

RBARREL

Rainbarrel

90

65

65

Stormwater Performance
Standard-Runoff Reduction

4

RG

Raingarden

90

65

65

Bioretention/raingardens - A/B
soils, no underdrain

90

80

85

4

RS

Rainstore

90

65

65

Infltration Practices w/o Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

80

85

4

SC

Stormchamber
(same as Dry Well)

90

65

65

Infltration Practices w/o Sand,
Veg. - A/B soils, no underdrain

95

80

85

4

SGW

Submerged gravel
wetland

90

65

65

Wet Ponds and Wetlands

60

20

45

4

SWALE

Vegetated/Grass
Swale

90

65

65

Bioswale

80

70

75

4

TB

Tree Box

90

65

65

Bioretention/raingardens - A/B
Soils, underdrains

90

80

85

4

WS

Wet Swale

90

65

65

Bioswale

80

70

75
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5.2

Stream Restoration

Pollutant removal efficiency for stream restoration projects was based on a sliding scale as presented in
the Anacostia Watershed Implementation Plan (2011). Table 5.3 summarizes the published reduction
efficiencies from the Chesapeake Bay Program (2013), Prince George’s County (2010), and MDE
Guidance (2011). The sediment TMDL documentation links aquatic health directly to sediment
pollution, thus the following potential pollutant reduction efficiencies were assigned to the County
streams according to their average Habitat IBI score from county biological monitoring results.
Table 5.3. Potential Pollutant Reduction Efficiencies for Stream Restoration
IBI Score Narrative

TN
(lbs/linear foot)

TP
(lbs/linear foot)

TSS
(lbs/linear foot)

GOOD

0.02

0.0035

2.55

MDE, 2011

FAIR

0.2

0.011

3.58

PG County, 2010

POOR

0.2

0.068

310

CBP, 2013

Source

The actual annual pollutant load reduction is based on the following equation:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿ℎ 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

The impervious cover treated for stream restoration projects was assigned according to the MDE
guidance (2011) at 1 acre treated per 100 linear feet of restoration. The following equation was used to
determine impervious treated:
1 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿ℎ 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∗
5.3

BMP Planning Level Design and Construction Cost

100 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

Unit costs for planning-level estimates were provided by DEP in July 2017 (Table 5.4). These unit costs
were developed by DEP and are based on average costs for project designed and constructed via the
County’s CIP program. For New BMPs, a $25,000 contingency was added to the cost to account for the
small-scale ESD practices often used in urban areas found in Montgomery County.
Table 5.4. Summary of Planning-Level Unit Costs Per Impervious Acre Treated (DEP, July 2017)
Design Costs
($ / impervious acre)

Construction Costs
($ / impervious acre)

Total Costs
($ / impervious acre)

School LID

$176,000

$275,000

$451,000

Green Streets LID

$99,000

$175,000

$274,000

Govt LID

$105,000

$375,000

$480,000

Streams

$16,000

$78,000

$94,000

Ponds

$27,500

$68,000

$95,500

Project Type
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Scopes of Work for the Rock Creek and Cabin John Watershed Assessments
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A. SCOPES OF WORK FOR THE ROCK CREEK AND CABIN JOHN WATERSHED ASSESSMENTS
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B. REVISED SCOPES OF WORK FOR CATCHMENT PLANNING
IN THE ROCK CREEK AND CABIN JOHN WATERSHEDS
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C. PROTOCOL FOR ASSIGNING UNIQUE IDS FOR FIELD ASSESSMENT SITES
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FIELD ASSESSMENT NOMENCLATURE

Updated August 25, 2016

STREAM ASSESSMENT
[SUBWATERSHED ID] – [REACH ID] – [ASSESSMENT ID] – [UNIQUE ID (must be 3 digits only)]
ALL OTHER ASSESSMENTS [SUBWATERSHED ID] – [ASSESSMENT ID] – [UNIQUE ID]
EXAMPLES
Fourth erosion site identified in Upper Rock Creek, Manor Run, Reach 201: URFV-201-ES-004
Third retrofit candidate assessed in Lower Rock Creek, Coquelin Run: LRCR-RI-003
ASSESSMENT ID

Stream Corridor Assessment

Channel Alteration
Erosion Site
Exposed Pipe
Pipe Outfall
Fish Barrier
Inadequate Buffer
In or Near Stream Construction
Trash Dumping
Unusual Condition
Outfall Repair
Representative Site
Retrofit / New BMP Reconnaissance Investigation
Neighborhood Assessment
Green Streets Assessment

ID

CA
ES
EP
PO
FB
IB
IC
TD
UC
OR
RE
RI
NA
GS

SUBWATERSHED ID (aka MD 12 Digit HUCs)

Subwatershed

Cabin John
Booze Creek
Buck Branch
Ken Branch
Old Farm Branch
Lower Mainstem
Middle Mainstem
Upper Mainstem
Upper Rock Creek
Cherrywood Manor Tributary
Fraley Farm Mainstem
Lake Frank Mainstem
Lower North Branch
Manor Run
Pope Farm Tributary
Upper North Branch
Upper Rock Creek
Upper Rock Creek – Mill Creek
Williamsburg Run
Middle Rock Creek
Crabbs Branch
Croyden Run
Lake Needwood Mainstem
Southlawn Tributary
Sycamore Creek
Turkey Branch
Veirs Mill Mainstem
Lower Rock Creek
Bethesda Mainstem
Coquelin Run
Josephs Branch
Kengar Tributaries
Kensington Branch
Luxmanor Branch
Rock Creek DC

Note: used Monitoring Station watershed ID when possible,
* indicates a deviation from that in order to create an ID
unique to that HUC 12

ID
CJBC
CJBB
CJKB
CJOF
CJLM*
CJMM*
CJUM*
URCM*
URFF*
URLF*
URLB*
URFV
URPF
URNB
URRC
URMC
URWR*
URCB
MRCR*
URNM*
URST
LRSB
LRTB
LRLR
LRBM*
LRCR
LRJB
LRKT*
LRKB*
LRLB
RCDC
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D. WATERSHED ASSESSMENT GEODATABASE DESCRIPTION
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TASK ORDER 17 & 18 FIELD DATA GEODATABASE DELIVERABLE
Geodatabases containing the field data collected for Task Orders 17 and 18 (Rock Creek and Cabin
John watershed assessments) was delivered to the County on July 17, 2017 (file names:
TO17_Submittal.gbd and TO18WtrshedAssess_2017_FieldData.gdb). The geodatabase contains a
feature class associated with each of the following field assessments:
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood Assessment (aka DEP’s RainScapes Assessment)
New BMP Assessment (modified from Schueler et al., 2007)
Green Streets Assessment (created as part of TO17 and 18 efforts)
Stream Corridor Assessment (SCA) (modified from Yetman, 2001)

A summary of the field work documented within the geodatabase along with detailed descriptions
of the fields contained within each feature class are provided in the table below.
Field Type below is Text, length 255, unless otherwise noted.

Neighborhoods (Polygon)

This assessment was conducted in neighborhoods identified by DEP for the potential for
environmental site design (ESD) retrofits on private property. The assessment used DEP’s
RainScapes Targeted Neighborhoods protocol. This approach required assessment on a lot-by-lot
basis from the public ROW. Field data points were intersected with the County’s property layer to
associate data with the appropriate parcel.
Neighborhood
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
RSNHA_Date

RSNHA_Done_By
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
RSNH_Code

Address_Street
Preliminary_Screening
Prelim_Scr_Other

September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Polygon; ArcGIS auto assigned field;
differentiates between line, point, and
polygon
Date
Date of the RainScapes Neighborhood
(MM/DD/YYYY) Assessment
Field Team lead
Neighborhood Assessment ID (e.g., NA-001,
NA-002, etc.
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJUM)
Unique ID assigned to the neighborhood;
includes Subwatershed ID (4 letter
abbreviation) – Assessment ID (NA =
neighborhood assessment) – Unique ID (3
digit ID) (i.e., CJBC-NA-001)
Street address of the assessed lot
Yes/No; No indicates that a homeowner did
not want their lot to be assessed or the lot
was for sale
Field to capture any other significant
constraints that would prevent further
evaluation
DRAFT
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Neighborhood
Feature Class Field
Prelim_scr_notes

Field Type

Description
Optional field; notes often indicate if practices
such as rainbarrels, already exist onsite
Indicates % of downspouts connected; choice
of:
• 0%
• 25%
• 50%
• 100%
• Unknown
Only takes into account downspouts visible
from front yard; if connected = 33%, then
25% was entered for consistency
Field available to capture unusual
circumstances
Optional field for misc notes re:
characteristics of lot
Photo of street
Photo of house
Photo of street number
Photo of driveway
Photo of downspout with most promise for
RainScapes practice(s)
Photo of the lot depicting the best opportunity
for RainScapes practices
Photo of the entire lot
Photo of the right-of-way in front of the house
Misc photo field
Misc photo field
Scores the slope of front yard; Higher score
indicates better opportunity for RainScapes;
choice of:
• 4: Low
• 3.5: Low/ Moderate
• 3: Moderate
• 2.5: Moderate/ Steep
• 2: Steep
• 1.5 – 3: Steep/ Graded/ Terraced
• 1: graded toward house
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Indicates best location for a rain garden in the
front yard; choice of:
• Right
• Left
• Center
• None

Downspout_Connection

Downspout_Conn_Other
Overall_Observations

Photo_street
Photo_home
Photo_st_no
Photo_driveway
Photo_downspout_bestopp
Photo_lot_best_opp_bmp
Photo_rest_of_lot
Photo_row
Photo1
Photo2
Front_Yard_Slope

Front_Yard_Slope_Other
RG_Left_Right

September 7, 2018
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Neighborhood
Feature Class Field
RG_Other

Field Type

Description
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Indicates whether or not a rain garden shared
with the adjacent property is a feasible
option; choice of:
• Yes
• No
•
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Scores the feasibility of implementing a rain
garden on the front yard. Higher score
indicates better opportunity for rain garden;
choice of:
• 5: Good
• 4: Slight constraint
• 3: Moderate constraint
• 2: Possible with careful design
• 1: Not suitable
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Indicates best location for conservation
landscaping in front yard; choice of:
• Right
• Left
• Center
• None
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Scores the feasibility of implementing
conservation landscaping on the front yard.
Higher score indicates better opportunity for
conservation landscaping; choice of:
• 5: Good
• 4: Slight constraint
• 3: Moderate constraint
• 2: Possible with careful design
• 1: Not suitable
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Indicates best location for rain barrel in front
yard; choice of:
• Right
• Left
• None

RainGarden_Adjacent_Prop

RG_Adjacent_Other
RainGarden_Proj

RG_Proj_Other
CL_Left_Right

CL_Other

Conservation_Landscape_Proj

CL_Proj_Other

RB_CIS_Left_Right

September 7, 2018
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Neighborhood
Feature Class Field
RB_CIS_Other

Field Type

Description
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Scores the feasibility of implementing rain
barrels in the front yard. Higher score
indicates better opportunity for rain barrel;
choice of:
• 5: Good
• 4: Slight constraint
• 3: Moderate constraint
• 2: Possible with careful design
• 1: Not suitable
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Indicates best location for adding tree canopy
to the in front yard; choice of:
• Right
• Left
• Center
• None
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Scores the feasibility of adding tree canopy to
the front yard. Higher score indicates better
opportunity for tree canopy; choice of:
• 5: Good
• 4: Slight constraint
• 3: Moderate constraint
• 2: Possible with careful design
• 1: Not suitable
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Scores current landscaping effort of the
residents. Higher score indicates better
maintenance prospects; choice of:
• 3: Good maintenance prospects
• 2.5: Moderately maintained
• 2: Low effort
• 1.5: Minimal effort
• 1: Not suitable; no maintenance or
incompatible yard
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field

RainBarrel_Cistern_Proj

RB_CIS_Proj_Other
TC_Left_Right

TC_Other

Tree_Canopy_Proj

TC_Proj_Other

Landscaping_Effort

Landscaping_Other

September 7, 2018
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Neighborhood
Feature Class Field
Driveway_Slope

Field Type

Description
Scores the slope of driveway; Higher score
indicates better opportunity for RainScapes;
choice of:
• 4: Low
• 3: Moderate (5%)
• 2: Steep
• 1: graded toward house
• 0: cannot determine
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Scores the feasibility of retrofitting the
driveway; choice of:
• 3: Grading and Space Good
• 2: Possible with careful design or
driveway modified
• 1: Not suitable
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Identifies drainage from lot to lot; choice of:
• Obvious runoff
• Obvious run on
• Both runoff/ run on
• Can’t determine
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Constraints and opportunities identified
within the right-of-way; choice of:
• ROW drains to private property
• Opportunity Trench Drain to ROW
Rain Garden
• Opportunity to Retrofit Site
• N/A
• Other
Optional field; ROW Length in feet
Optional field; ROW width in feet
Optional comment field
Optional field to facilitate entry of additional
notes related to the ROW
Indicates if New BMP opportunities (outside
of RainScapes practices) exist
• Yes
• No

Driveway_Slope_Other

OnLot_Driveway_RetrofitSpace

OnLot_Driveway_Other
Lot_to_Lot_Drainage

Lot_to_Lot_Other
ROW_Issues

ROW_Available_Length
ROW_Available_Width
ROW_StormDrain_Tie_In_Feas
ROW_Issues_Other_Notes
ROW_New_BMP_Referral

September 7, 2018
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Neighborhood
Feature Class Field
Other_Actions

Notes
RS_Neighborhood
Property_Tax_ID
OWNER
PREM_NUM
PREM_DIR
PREM_STNAME
PREM_STTYPE
PREM_CITY
PREM_ZIP
Shape_Length
Shape_Area

September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description
Indicates if additional opportunities for
homeowner outreach; choice of:
• Pet Waste Education
• Fertilizer/Lawn Care Education
• High compaction/ poor vegetation
education
• Storm Drain Marking
• Replant tree in ROW
Field for additional notes
Neighborhood name
From County property layer
From County property layer
From County property layer
From County property layer
From County property layer
From County property layer
From County property layer
Placeholder for sum of score
Parcel length
Parcel area

Double
Double
Double

DRAFT
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NewBMP
An assessment was conducted to identify the potential implementation of New BMPs where none
currently exists. These efforts were intended to supplement previous efforts by the County to
identify potential retrofit of schools, other local government facilities and existing stormwater
ponds. The New BMP assessment uses a modified version of the Center for Watershed Protection’s
Retrofit Reconnaissance Inventory (Schueler et al., 2007).
NewBMP
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID

Field Type

Latitude
Longitude
Date

Double
Double
Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Shape

Assessed_by
Assess_ID

Sub_ID
Combined_ID
Photo_1

Photo_1_Caption
Photo_2
Photo_2_Caption
Photo_3
Photo_3_Caption
Photo_4
Photo_4_Caption
Photo_5
Photo_5_Caption
Photo_6
Photo_6_Caption
Photo_7
Photo_7_Caption
September 7, 2018

DRAFT

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by
ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field;
differentiates between line, point, and
polygon
Latitude of assessment location
Longitude of assessment location
Date of New BMP assessment

Field team lead
NewBMP Assessment ID (e.g., RI-001, RI002)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJUM)
Unique ID assigned to each New BMP
Assessment; consists of: Subwatershed
ID-Assessment ID (RI = retrofit
inventory) – 3-digit unique ID (e.g.,
CJUM-RI-005a)
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_1
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_2
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_3
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_4
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_5
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_6
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_7
7
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NewBMP
Feature Class Field
Photo_8

Field Type

Photo_8_Caption
Photo_9
Photo_9_Caption
Photo_10

Photo_10_Caption
Name
Address

Ownership

Ownership_other
DA_sqft

Double

Imperv_area_sqft

Double

Imperv_perc

Ex_sw_practice

Ex_sw_practice_other
Ex_sw_practice_type

Ex_site_cond_drain_convey
New_bmp_purpose

September 7, 2018

Text/65536

DRAFT

Description
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_8
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_9
Optional photo of site and/or
surrounding area
Caption for Photo_10
Site name as determined by field team
lead
Address of assessment location; use
“address_full”
Ownership of assessment location;
choice of:
• Public
• Private
• Parks
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Rough estimate of drainage area in
square feet
Percent of the drainage area comprised
of impervious area
Estimate of impervious area in square
feet
Indicates whether or not a stormwater
practice already exists onsite; choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Possible
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Type of existing stormwater practice
onsite
Describes existing site conditions such as
drainage and conveyance
Indicates the potential purpose of the
proposed New BMPs; choice of (more
than 1 can be selected):
• Demonstration/ Education
• Repair
• Water Quality
• Other (shows as <Null>)
8
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NewBMP
Feature Class Field
New_bmp_purpose_other

Field Type

New_bmp_available_storage_ft3

Double

New_bmp_target_storage
Prop_treatment_opt

Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Estimates the targeted storage volume
for the proposed New BMP
Estimates the available storage volume
for proposed New BMP
Indicates the proposed treatment
option(s) for the site; choice of (more
than 1 can be selected):
• ESD in ROW with curb
• ESD in ROW without curb
• Upland ESD
• Bioswale
• RSC
• Underground
• Pond/Wetland
Impervious Cover Removal
Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Identifies land uses adjacent to the
identified New BMP; choice of (more
than 1 can be selected):
• Commercial
• Industrial
• Institutional
• Park
• Residential
• Transport-related
• Undeveloped
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Indicates whether or not any of the
adjacent land uses present a potential
conflict with the proposed New BMP(s);
choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
If “Yes” is selected in the previous field,
then a description of the potential
conflict is required.

Double

Prop_treatment_opt_other
Adjacent_LU

Adjacent_LU_other
Adj_LU_conf

Adj_LU_conf_other
Adj_LU_conf_desc

September 7, 2018
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NewBMP
Feature Class Field
Site_access

Field Type

Rates accessibility to site:
• Good
• Fair
• Poor
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Identifies potential utility conflicts;
choice of (more than 1 can be selected):
• None
• Unknown
• Sewer (yes)
• Sewer (possible)
• Water (yes)
• Water (possible)
• Gas (yes)
• Gas (possible)
• Cable (yes)
• Cable (possible)
• Electric (yes)
• Electric (possible)
• Electric to Streetlights (yes)
• Electric to Streetlights (possible)
• Overhead wires (yes)
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Identifies potential permitting factors;
choice of (more than 1 can be selected):
• Dam Safety Permits (Probable)
• Impacts to Wetlands (Probable)
• Impacts to Stream (Probable)
• Floodplain Fill (Probable)
• Impacts to Forests (Probable)
• Impacts to Specimen Trees
(Probable)
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Identifies the number of specimen trees
that might be impacted due to proposed
New BMP.
Identifies the DBH of the specimen trees
that might be impacted.
Allows further description of “other”, if
selected from permit factors.

Site_access_other
Utility_conf

Utility_conf_other
Permit_factors

Poten_permit_fac_other
Impac_spec_trees_num

Long

Impac_spec_trees_dbh

Long

Permit_factors_other
September 7, 2018
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NewBMP
Feature Class Field
Soils_poor_infil

Field Type

Identifies whether or not the local soils
have poor infiltration rates; choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Identifies whether or not shallow
bedrock might be present; choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Identifies whether or not high water
table might be present; choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Identifies a checklist of features to be
considered for inclusion in the sketch;
choice of (more than 1 can be selected):
• Existing head available
• Surface area
• Minimum depth of treatment
• Conveyance
• Inlet
• Outlet
• Utility line/other constraints
• Flow lines
• Property lines
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Optional sketch of site/proposed New
BMP
Caption for Photo_sketch_1
Optional sketch of site/proposed New
BMP
Caption for Photo_sketch_2
Optional sketch of site/proposed New
BMP
Caption for Photo_sketch_3

Soils_poor_infil_other
Soils_bedrock

Soils_bedrock_other
Soils_high_water

Soils_high_water_other
Sketch_features

Sketch_features_other
Photo_sketch_1

Photo_sketch_1_Caption
Photo_sketch_2
Photo_sketch_2_Caption
Photo_sketch_3
Photo_sketch_3_Caption
September 7, 2018

Description

DRAFT
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NewBMP
Feature Class Field
Photo_sketch_4

Field Type

Optional sketch of site/proposed New
BMP
Caption for Photo_sketch_4
Indicates whether or not other
restoration projects may be viable in the
area; choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Indicates in-office follow-up that may be
needed in order to determine whether or
not a proposed New BMP is a viable
option; choice of (more than 1 can be
selected):
• Confirm property ownership
• Confirm drainage area
• Confirm drainage area
impervious cover
• Confirm volume computations
• Complete concept sketch
• Obtain existing stormwater
practice as-builts
• Obtain site as-builts
• Obtain detailed topography
Obtain utility mapping
• Confirm storm drain invert
elevations
• Confirm soil types
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Identifies whether or not the New BMP
merits further consideration; choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Maybe
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Provides additional information if the
New BMP does not merit further
consideration.

Photo_sketch_4_Caption
Other_resto_prj

Other_resto_prj_other
Follow_up_needed

Follow_up_needed_other
Further_consideration

Further_consideration_other
Further_consideration_is_no

September 7, 2018

Description

DRAFT
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NewBMP
Feature Class Field
Early_action_prj

Field Type

Early_action_prj_other

Early_action_project_is_yes
Other_resto_prj_type
Notes

September 7, 2018

Text/65536

DRAFT

Description
Indicates whether or not the project
warrants early action; choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Maybe
• Other (shows as <Null>)
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Provides additional information to justify
why the New BMP warrants early action.
Option to input conditions not reflected
in prior field
Additional notes re: site and feasibility
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GreenStreets
An assessment was conducted to characterize street segments in a neighborhood to provide a
composite picture of neighborhood green streets potential. This field assessment was created as
part of the TO17 and 18 efforts and built off of DEP’s existing green streets desktop prioritization.
GreenStreets
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape

Field Type

Date

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Assessed_by
Assess_ID

Sub_ID
Combined_ID
One_both_sides_assessed
Odd_even_side
Street_seg_assessed
Lots_in_segment
Est_opportunities
Conveyance

Long
Long

Photo_1
Photo_2
Photo_3
Photo_4

September 7, 2018

DRAFT

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field;
differentiates between line, point, and
polygon
Date of Assessment

Field team lead
Green Streets Assessment ID (e.g., GS-001,
GS-002)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJUM)
Unique ID assigned to each Green Streets
Assessment; consists of: Subwatershed IDAssessment ID (GS = green streets) – 3-digit
unique ID (e.g., CJUM-GS-003)
Indicates whether or not both or one side of
street was assessed; choice of:
• One Side
• Both Sides
If one side assessed, odd or even numbered
side of street; choice of:
• Odd
• Even
Indicates street segment(s) addressed
Estimate of the lots in the segment
Estimate of the number of opportunities in
street segment
Characterizes stormwater conveyance;
choice of:
• Primarily Closed Section (curbed)
• Primarily Open Section
Photo to capture street and ROW
characteristics
Photo to capture street and ROW
characteristics
Photo to capture street and ROW
characteristics
Photo to capture street and ROW
characteristics
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GreenStreets
Feature Class Field
Primary_SW_treat_opp

Field Type

Identified primary stormwater treatment
opportunity (only 1 can be selected per field
form):
• Grass panels
• Median strip
• IA Removal
• Cul-de-sac islands
• Paper Streets
• Intersection Reconfiguration/
Treatment
Can flow be directed to median strip
(existing conditions)? This question
appears if median strip is selected as the
primary opportunity.
• Yes
• No
• Varies
Is there area available for treatment? This
question appears if median strip is selected
as the primary opportunity.
• Yes
• No
• Possible
Is the road sloped toward the median? This
question appears if median strip is selected
as the primary opportunity.
• Yes
• No
• Varies
Estimate of the median width in feet
Options for IA removal appear if IA Removal
is selected as the primary opportunity.
• Overly wide street/unused lanes
• Oversized cul-de-sac
• Street Stub
Provides an estimate of street stub length in
feet, if Street Stub is selected
Street stub receiving stormwater? This field
appears if Street Stub is selected
• Yes
• No
Street stub on house frontages? This field
appears if Street Stub is selected
• Yes
• No

Flow_to_median_strip

Median_area_avail_treat

Rd_sloped_towards_median

Median_width_ft
IA_options_bumpout

IA_est_length_ft

IA_st_stump_receive_sw
IA_st_stump_house_front

September 7, 2018

Description

DRAFT
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GreenStreets
Feature Class Field
Island_present

Field Type

Island present? This field appears if cul-desac islands is selected.
• Yes
• No
Can flow be directed to cul-de-sac (existing
conditions)? This field appears if cul-de-sac
islands is selected.
• Yes
• No
Is there area available for treatment? This
field appears if cul-de-sac islands is selected.
• Yes
• No
Identifies existing conditions, if paper street
is selected.
• Forest
• Drainage swale
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Can flow be directed to traffic island
(existing conditions)? This field appears if
intersection reconfiguration is selected.
• Yes
• No
Is there area available for treatment? This
field appears if intersection reconfiguration
is selected.
• Yes
• No
Can intersection be reconfigured to reduce
IA and/or provide treatment? This field
appears if intersection reconfiguration is
selected.
• Yes
• No
Identifies storm drain pipe location:
• Runs along street
• Inlets at corners/low spot
• None
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Estimate of the number of storm drain inlets
in street segment

Flow_to_culdesac

Culdesac_area_avail_treat
PaperSt_existing_cond

PaperSt_existing_cond_other
Flow_to_traffic_island

Intersection_area_avail_treat

Intersection_Reconfig

SD_location

SD_location_other
No_of_SD

September 7, 2018

Description

DRAFT
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GreenStreets
Feature Class Field
Inlet_constraints

Field Type

Identifies constraints at inlets that would
limit or prevent stormwater treatment
opportunities:
• Street slopes (>6%)
• Trees adjacent to inlet
• None
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
ROW panel width:
• >10’
• 10 – 6’
• <6’
Available ROW panel length:
• >30’
• 30-15’
• <15’
Cross slope of panel:
• >5%
• <5%
Indicates whether or not the sidewalk is on
one or both sides of street:
• Primarily on both sides of street
• Primarily on one side of street
• No sidewalk
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Indicates sidewalk location within the ROW:
• Roadside
• Middle of ROW
• Private lot side
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field

Inlet_constraints_other
Panel_width

Avail_panel_length
Panel_cross_slope
Sidewalk

Sidewalk_other

Sidewalk_row_location

Sidewalk_row_other

September 7, 2018

Description

DRAFT
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GreenStreets
Feature Class Field
Utility_conflicts

Field Type

Identifies potential utility conflicts; choice of
(more than 1 can be selected):
• None
• Unknown
• Sewer (yes)
• Sewer (possible)
• Water (yes)
• Water (possible)
• Gas (yes)
• Gas (possible)
• Cable (yes)
• Cable (possible)
• Underground electric (yes)
• Underground electric (possible)
• Electric to streetlights (yes)
• Electric to streetlights (possible)
• Overhead wires (yes)
• Overhead wires (possible)
• Telephone poles (yes)
• Telephone poles (possible)
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Notes field to further detail type and
location of utility conflicts
Notes field to document any identified
discrepancies between GIS data and field
observations
Generalizes the slope of the front yards in
the street segment:
• Graded towards street
• Graded towards house
• Houses identified below road grade
Indicates if driveways are present in the
street segment:
• Yes
• No
• Partial
Indicates if ROW trees were recently
planted:
• Yes
• No
Area tree removal markings evident on
trees?:
• Yes
• No

Utility_conflicts_other
Utility_conflicts_desc
GIS_utility_discrep
Front_yard_slope

Driveways_present

ROW_planted
ROW_tree_removal_mark

September 7, 2018

Description

DRAFT
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GreenStreets
Feature Class Field
ROW_tree_removal_mark_notes

Field Type

Notes field to describe tree removal
markings
Estimate of ROW canopy coverage:
• >50% of lot frontages
• 25-50%
• <25%
• 0%
Rates general ROW tree health:
• Good
• Fair
• Poor
Indicates ROW ash tree presence:
• Many
• Some
• None
Estimate of private property tree canopy
coverage:
• >50% of lot frontages
• 25-50%
• <25%
• 0%
Rates general private property tree health:
• Good
• Fair
• Poor
Indicates private property ash tree
presence:
• Many
• Some
• None
Identifies other opportunities within the
street segment (more than 1 can be
selected):
• Tree planting opportunities
• New BMP
• Retrofit
• RainScapes
• Significant erosion or drainage issue
discovered
• Other
Option to input conditions not reflected in
prior field
Notes field to expand on other opportunities
within the street segment
Additional notes re: street segment
characteristics and associated opportunities

ROW_canopy

ROW_health
ROW_ash_trees
PrivateProp_canopy

PrivateProp_health
PrivateProp_ash_trees

Other_opp

Other_opp_other

Other_opp_comments
Notes

September 7, 2018

Description

DRAFT
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SCA
This assessment was conducted to assess stream reaches pre-identified by DEP. The assessment
utilized Maryland Department of Natural Resources’ continuous stream walk assessment to
document existing stream conditions such as erosion and trash dumping (Yetman, 2001). Preset
field sheets representing various existing stream conditions provided the framework for data
collection. Data collected documented the following conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Channel_Alteration (line and point)
Construction (point)
Erosion (line and point)
Exposed_Pipe (point)
Fish_Barrier (point)
Headcuts (point)
Inadequate_Buffer (line and point)
Outfall_Repair (point)
Pipe_Outfall (point)
RSC (point)
Representative_Site (line and point)
Side_Channel (line)
Trash_Dumping (point)
Unusual_Condition (point)
Additional_Mileage (line)
NoStreamPresence (line)
Streams_Assessed (line)
Streams_NoAccess (line)

Channel Alteration

This field sheet documented any structural change to the channel or banks, including but not
limited to concrete linings, gabion baskets for bank stabilization, and rip rap lined channels. The
data is represented as both a point feature and a line feature. The two feature classes have the same
attributes, with the line feature having one additional field, “Shape_Length”, in feet, to document the
length of the channel alteration.
SCA: Channel_Alteration
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape

Field Type

Date

Date (MM/DD/YYYY)

September 7, 2018

Description

DRAFT

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point or Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field;
differentiates between line, point, and
polygon; Channel Alteration assessment
data is available as a point feature class and
a line feature class
Date of Assessment
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SCA: Channel_Alteration
Feature Class Field
Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID

Field Type

Description
Field team leader
Channel Alteration Assessment ID (e.g., CA001, CA-002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Channel
Alteration Assessment; includes Sub_ID Reach_ID - Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-101-CA001)
Type of Channel Alteration; choice of:
• Concrete
• Gabion baskets
• Rip-rap
• Earth Channel
• Bank Stabilization
• Other
Additional description of channel alteration
if “Other” Type was chosen
Optional photo of channel alteration
Optional photo of channel alteration
Optional photo of channel alteration
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream

Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID (Sub_ID +
Reach_ID +Assess_ID)
Type

Type_other

Photo_1
Photo_2
Photo_3
Photo_reach_US
Photo_reach_DS

Bottom_width_in
Length_ft
Perennial_flow

Long
Long

Bottom width of channel, in feet
Estimated length of channel alteration, in
feet
States presence of perennial flow along the
channel alteration; select Yes/No
States presence of sediment deposition
along the channel alteration; select Yes/No
States presence of rooted vegetation along
the channel alteration; select Yes/No
Defines where the channel alteration is in
reference to the road; choice of:
• No (not part of road crossing)Above
• Upstream
• Downstream
• Both
Length of channel alteration upstream of the
road, if applicable
Length of channel alteration downstream of
the road, if applicable
Channel photo at road crossing
Channel photo at road crossing
Channel photo at road crossing

Sediment_dep
Vegetation

Road_cross

Length_above_rd_ft

Length_below_rd_ft
Photo_rd_cross_1
Photo_rd_cross_2
Photo_rd_cross_3
September 7, 2018

Long
Long
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SCA: Channel_Alteration
Feature Class Field
Culverts

Field Type

Avg_barrel_diam_in

Long

Number_of_barrels
Culvert_shape

Description
States presence of culvert(s) at the channel
alteration; select Yes/No
The number of barrels at the culvert(s), if
applicable
The average barrel diameter at the
culvert(s), in inches, if applicable
States the shape of the culvert, if applicable;
choice of:
• Round
• Ellipse
• Box
• Arch
• Other
Additional description of culvert shape if
“Other” was chosen for Culvert_shape
States the condition of the culvert, if
applicable; choice of:
• Good
• Fair
• Poor
• Unknown
• Other
Additional description of culvert condition if
“Other” was chosen for Culvert_condition
The material of the culvert, if applicable;
choice of:
• Concrete
• Smooth metal
• Corrugated metal
• Plastic
• Other
Additional description of culvert material if
“Other” was chosen for Culvert_material
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)

Long

Culvert_shape_other
Culvert_condition

Culvert_condition_other
Culvert_material

Culvert_material_other
Severity

September 7, 2018

Long

DRAFT
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SCA: Channel_Alteration
Feature Class Field
Correctability

Field Type

Access

Long

Description

Long

Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the channel
Optional photo of channel alteration
Optional field for any general notes related
to channel alteration
Photo at end of channel alteration

Channel_notes
Photo_4
Notes

End_photo
Construction

This field sheet documented any current in- or near-stream construction, including but not limited
to construction for roads, road crossings, utilities, bank stabilization, residential and industrial
construction.
SCA: Construction
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape

Field Type

Date
Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID

Date (MM/DD/YYYY)

Description

Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID (Sub_ID +
Reach_ID +Assess_ID)

September 7, 2018

DRAFT

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field;
differentiates between line, point, and
polygon
Date of Assessment
Field team leader
Construction Assessment ID (e.g., IC-001, IC002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Construction
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-IC-001)
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SCA: Construction
Feature Class Field
Const_type

Field Type

Description
The type of construction; choice of:
• Road
• Road Crossing
• Utility
• Logging
• Bank Stabilization
• Residential Develop
• Industrial Develop
• Other
Additional description of construction type
if “Other” was chosen for Const_type
States whether construction sediment
control appears adequate; choice of:
• Adequate
• Inadequate
• Unknown
Optional field for any additional comments
on construction sediment control
States presence of excess sediment at
construction; select Yes/No
The company performing construction
The location of construction
Length of construction, in feet
Optional photo of construction
Optional photo of construction
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Optional photo of construction
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
Optional field for any additional comments
related to construction
Optional photo of construction
Optional field for any general notes

Const_type_other
SC_adequate

SC_Note

Excess_sediment
Const_Co
Const_loc
Const_len_ft
Photo_1
Photo_2
Photo_reach_US
Photo_reach_DS
Photo_3
Severity

Long

Long

Const_notes
Photo_4
Notes

September 7, 2018

DRAFT
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Erosion

This field sheet documented areas of eroding banks or channels. The data is represented as both a
point feature and a line feature. The two feature classes have the same attributes, with the line
feature having one additional field, “Shape_Length”, in feet, to document the length of the erosion.
SCA: Erosion
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID

Field Type

Date
Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID

Date (MM/DD/YYYY)

Description

Shape

Type

Photo_1
Photo_2
Photo_3
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds
Cause

Cause_other
Length_ft

September 7, 2018

Long
DRAFT

Unique ID automatically assigned by
ArcGIS
Point or Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field;
differentiates between line, point, and
polygon; erosion assessment data is
available as a point feature class and a line
feature class
Date of Assessment
Field team leader
Erosion ID (e.g., ES-001, ES-002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Channel
Alteration Assessment; includes Sub_ID Reach_ID - Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-ES001)
Type of Erosion; choice of (more than 1
can be selected):
• Downcutting
• Headcutting
• Widening
Optional photo of erosion
Optional photo of erosion
Optional photo of erosion
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Cause of erosion; choice of (more than 1
can be selected):
• Bend at Steep Slope
• Pipe Outfall
• Below Channelization
• Below Road Crossing
• Livestock
• Landuse Change
• Other
• Unknown
Additional description of erosion cause f
“Other” was chosen for Cause
Estimated length of erosion, in feet
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SCA: Erosion
Feature Class Field
Bank_height_ft
LU_left

Field Type

Description

Double

Average bank height along eroded length,
in feet
Predominant land use on the left bank,
(looking downstream); choice of:
• Crop field
• Pasture
• Lawn
• Paved
• Shrubs/Small Trees
• Forest
• Multiflora Rose
• Other
Additional description of left bank landuse
if “Other” was chosen for LU_left
Predominant land use on the right bank,
(looking downstream); choice of:
• Crop field
• Pasture
• Lawn
• Paved
• Shrubs/Small Trees
• Forest
• Multiflora Rose
Defines if infrastructure is being
threatened: Select Yes/No
Describes the threat to infrastructure, if
one exists
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)

LU_left_other
LU_right

Threats_infra
Threat_desc
Severity

Long

Correctability

Long

September 7, 2018

DRAFT
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SCA: Erosion
Feature Class Field
Access

Field Type

Description

Long

Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Stream restoration opportunities; choice
of (more than 1 can be selected):
• Stream restoration options
• Channel realignment
• Non-structural bank stabilization
• Structural bank stabilization
• Grade control
• Step pool sequence
• Wetland enhancement/ creation
• Riparian revegetation
• n/a
• Other
Additional description of stream
restoration opportunities if “Other” was
chosen for Stream_rest_opp
Optional field for any additional
comments related to erosion
Optional field for any additional
comments related to erosion
Optional photo of erosion
Optional field for any general notes
Photo at end of erosion

Stream_rest_opp

Stream_rest_opp_other
Erosion_notes1

Erosion_notes_2
Photo_4
Notes
End_photo

Exposed Pipe

This field sheet documented any exposed pipes in the channel or on the banks, including but not
limited to sanitary sewer, water supply, and stormwater.
SCA: Exposed_Pipe
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Date

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
Date of Assessment
Field team leader
Exposed Pipe Assessment ID (e.g., EP-001, EP002, etc.)

DRAFT
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SCA: Exposed_Pipe
Feature Class Field
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID

Field Type

Exp_type

Exp_type_other
Exp_pipe_mat

Exp_pipe_mat_other
Photo_1
Pipe_diam_in
Pipe_length_ft
Pipe_purp

Pipe_purp_other
Pipe_dis

September 7, 2018

Double
Long

Description
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Exposed Pipe
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-EP-001)
Type of pipe exposure; choice of:
• Exposed across bottom
• Exposed along stream
• Exposed manhold
• Above stream
• Other
Additional description of type of pipe exposure
if “Other” was chosen for Exp_type
Exposed pipe material; choice of:
• Concrete
• Corrugated metal
• Encased
• Plastic
• Smooth metal
• Terra cotta
• Other
Additional description of type of exposed pipe
material if “Other” was chosen for
Exp_pipe_mat
Optional photo of exposed pipe
Diameter of exposed pipe, in inches
Estimated length of pipe that is exposed, in feet
Exposed pipe purpose; choice of:
• Sewage
• Water Supply
• Stormwater
• Unknown
• Other
Additional description of type of exposed pipe
purpose if “Other” was chosen for Pipe_purp
States presence of pipe discharge; select
Yes/No

DRAFT
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SCA: Exposed_Pipe
Feature Class Field
Pipe_dis_color

Field Type

Pipe_dis_color_other
Pipe_dis_ordor

Ii_potential

Photo_2
Photo_3
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds
Severity

September 7, 2018

Long

Description
Pipe discharge color, if pipe discharge is
present; choice of:
• Clear
• Medium brown
• Dark brown
• Green brown
• Yellow brown
• Green
• Blue
• Other
Additional description of pipe discharge color if
“Other” was chosen for Pipe_dis_color
Pipe discharge odor, if pipe discharge is
present; choice of:
• Sewage
• Oily
• Musky
• Fishy
• Rotten eggs
• Chlorine
• None
• Unknown
Exposed pipe infiltration/ inflow potential,
choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Maybe
• Unknown
Optional photo of exposed pipe
Optional photo of exposed pipe
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)

DRAFT
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SCA: Exposed_Pipe
Feature Class Field
Correctability

Field Type

Access

Long

Description

Long

Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the exposed pipe
Optional photo of exposed pipe
Optional field for any general notes

Exp_notes

Photo_4
Notes (general notes)
Fish Barrier

This field sheet documented obstructions, natural or manmade, that blocks the passage of fish in a
stream that contains or could contain fish.
SCA: Fish_Barrier
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Date

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID
FB_block

September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
Date of Assessment
Field team leader
Fish Blockage Assessment ID (e.g., FB-001, FB002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Fish Blockage
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-FB-001)
Describes extent of blockage; choice of:
• Total
• Partial
• Temporary
• Unknown

DRAFT
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SCA: Fish_Barrier
Feature Class Field
FB_type

Field Type

FB_type_other
FB_blockage

Photo_1
Drop_in

Depth_in
Photo_2
Photo_3
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds
Severity

Correctability

September 7, 2018

Long
Long

Long

Long

Description
Explains the type of fish barrier; choice of:
• Dam
• Road Crossing
• Pipe Crossing
• Natural Falls
• Beaver Dam
• Channelized
• Instream pond
• Debris dam
• Other
Additional description of fish barrier type if
“Other” was chosen for FB_type
Explains why the site is considered a blockage;
choice of:
• Too High
• Too Shallow
• Too Fast
Optional photo of the fish barrier
Vertical distance the water drops over the
blockage, in inches
Depth of water over the blockage, in inches
Optional photo of the fish barrier
Optional photo of the fish barrier
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
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SCA: Fish_Barrier
Feature Class Field
Access

Field Type

Description

Long

Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the fish barrier
Optional photo of the fish barrier
Optional field for any general notes

FB_notes
Photo4
Notes

Headcuts

This field sheet documented headcuts in the stream channel.
SCA: Headcuts
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Date

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID

Field Type

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID

Headcut_drop_ft
Notes

Photo_1
Photo_2
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds
Photo_3
Photo_4
Notes

Description

Double

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
Date of Assessment
Field team leader
Headcut Assessment ID (e.g., HC-001, HC-002,
etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Channel Alteration
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-HC-001)
Vertical distance the water drops over the
headcut, in feet
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the headcut
Optional photo of the headcut
Optional photo of the headcut
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Optional photo of the headcut
Optional photo of the headcut
Optional field for any general notes

Inadequate Buffer
September 7, 2018
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This field sheet evaluates the vegetative status of the area within 50 feet of either side of the
stream. The data is represented as both a point feature and a line feature. The two feature classes
have the same attributes, with the line feature having one additional field, “Shape_Length”, in feet,
to document the length of the inadequate buffer.
SCA: Inadequate_Buffer
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape

Field Type

Date

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID
IB_side

IB_stream_shade

Photo_1
Photo_2
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds
Photo_3
IB_width_left_ft
IB_len_left_ft

September 7, 2018

Long
Long

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point or Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field;
differentiates between line, point, and polygon;
inadequate buffer assessment data is available as
a point feature class and a line feature class
Date of Assessment
Field team leader
Inadequate Buffer Assessment ID (e.g., IB-001,
IB-002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Inadequate Buffer
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-IB-001)
Defines the bank, looking downstream, where
the buffer is inadequate; choice of:
• Left
• Right
• Both
Defines which side of the stream, looking
downstream, is unshaded due to inadequate
buffer; choice of:
• Left
• Right
• Both
• Neither
Optional photo of inadequate buffer
Optional photo of inadequate buffer
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Optional photo of inadequate buffer
Estimated width of the inadequate buffer on the
left bank (looking downstream), in feet
Estimated length of the inadequate buffer on the
left bank (looking downstream), in feet
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SCA: Inadequate_Buffer
Feature Class Field
LU_left

LU_left_other

IB_width_right_ft
IB_len_right_ft
LU_right

Field Type

Long
Long

LU_right_other
Buffer_recent

Livestock
Livestock_type

Livestock_type_other
Severity

Long

Correctability

Long

September 7, 2018

Description
Predominant land use on the left bank (looking
downstream); choice of:
• Crop field
• Pasture
• Lawn
• Paved
• Shrubs/Small Trees
• Forest
• Multiflora Rose
• Other
Additional description of left bank landuse if
“Other” was chosen for LU_left
Estimated width of the inadequate buffer on the
right bank (looking downstream), in feet
Estimated length of the inadequate buffer on the
right bank (looking downstream), in feet
Predominant land use on the right bank (looking
downstream), same choice options as for the left
bank
Additional description of right bank landuse if
“Other” was chosen for LU_right
States whether the buffer has been recently
established; select Yes/No
States the present of livestock; select Yes/No
Identifies the type of livestock present, if
applicable; choice of:
• Cattle
• Pigs
• Horses
• Other
Additional description of livestock type if “Other”
was chosen for Livestock_type
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
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SCA: Inadequate_Buffer
Feature Class Field
Access

Field Type

Wetland_potential

Long

Description

Long

Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Ranks the potential of the buffer for wetland
construction; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the inadequate buffer
Optional photo of inadequate buffer
Optional field for any general notes
Photo at end of inadequate buffer

IB_notes

Photo_4
Notes
End_photo
Outfall Repair

This field sheet documented outfalls in need of repair.
SCA: Outfall_Repair
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Date

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID

Photo_1
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds
OR_desc
September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description

Data
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
Date of Assessment

Field team leader
Outfall Repair Assessment ID (e.g., OR-001, OR002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Outfall Repair
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-OR-001)
Optional photo of pipe outfall needing repair
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Description of needed outfall repair
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SCA: Outfall_Repair
Feature Class Field
Immed_repair
RSC_poss
SF_prox

Comm_prox

Public_prox

Damage_future

Prox_other

Height_above_stream

September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description
States if outfall is in need of immediate repair;
select Yes/No
States whether or not the pipe outfall had the
potential to utilize a Regenerative Stormwater
Conveyance (RSC) system: select Yes/No
The estimated proximity to single family homes;
choice of:
• 0 (>200’)
• 3 (100’-200’)
• 6 (50’-100’)
• 9 (25’-50’)
• 12 (<25’)
• N/A (not applicable)
The estimated proximity to multi-family or
commercial structures; choice of:
• 0 (>200’)
• 3 (100’-200’)
• 12 (50’-100’)
• 18 (<50’)
• N/A (not applicable)
The estimated possible damage to public
facilities; choice of:
• 6 (minor damage)
• 9 (major damage)
• N/A (not applicable)
The estimated area of potential future damage;
choice of:
• 0 (>50’)
• 2 (25’-50’)
• 4 (<25’)
• N/A (not applicable)
The estimated proximity to other structures;
choice of:
• 0 (>20’)
• 2 (<20’)
• N/A (not applicable)
The estimated height of the outfall above the
stream; choice of:
• 0 (<3’)
• ? (>3’)
N/A (not applicable)
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SCA: Outfall_Repair
Feature Class Field
Damage_amount

Field Type

Description
The amount of damage to the outfall; choice of:
• 0 (no damage)
• 4 (outfall channel)
• 8 (endwall damage)
• 12 (1-2 sections of pipe)
• 15 (3-4 sections of pipe)
• 18 (>4 sections of pipe)
• N/A (not applicable)
The impacts to the stream channel; choice of:
• 0 (stream banks vegetated)
• 2 (minor stream bank erosion at outfall
only)
• 4 (with banks <5’ high)
• 6 (with banks >5’ high)
• 9 (major stream bank erosion)
• 12 (multiple large trees undercut)
Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 0 (topography prevents acces by
equipment)
• 3 (need access easement)
• 6 (from public property)
Optional photo of pipe outfall needing repair
Optional photo of pipe outfall needing repair
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the outfall in need of repair
Optional photo of pipe outfall needing repair
Optional field for any general notes

Stream_impacts

Access

Photo_2
Photo_3
OR_notes
Photo_4
Notes

Pipe Outfall

Documents any pipe outfall discovered along a stream reach. Some were previously identified as
County or State outfalls with an associated Outfall ID; assessment highlights any newly identified
outfalls.
SCA: Pipe_Outfall
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Date

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID

September 7, 2018

Field Type

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
Date of Assessment
Field team leader
Pipe Outfall Assessment ID (e.g., PO-001, PO002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
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SCA: Pipe_Outfall
Feature Class Field
Reach_ID
Combined_ID
Culvert

Unmap_trib

Unmap_trib_other
Ownership

Ownership_other
Outfall_ID
Type

Type_other
Photo_1
Material

Material_other
Location

September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Pipe Outfall
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-PO-001)
States presence of culvert(s) at the channel
alteration; select Yes/No
States if this outfall is an unmapped tributary;
select Yes/No/Other
Additional description of unmapped tributary if
“Other” was chosen for Unmap_trib
States the ownership of the outfall; choice of:
• County
• New
• Other
Additional description of ownership if “Other”
was selected for Ownership
Outfall ID assigned to state and county owned
outfalls
Defines the type of outfall; choice of:
• Stormwater
• Sewage Overflow
• Industrial
• Pumping Station
• Agricultural
• Unknown
• Other
Additional description of outfall type if “Other”
was selected for Type
Optional photo of pipe outfall
Defines the pipe material and/or type; choice of:
• Earth Channel
• Concrete Channel
• Concrete Pipe
• Smooth Metal
• Corrugated Metal
• Plastic
• Other
Additional description of outfall material if
“Other” was selected for Material
Identifies the location of the pipe outfall; choice
of:
• Left bank (looking downstream)
• Right bank (looking downstream)
• Head of Stream
• Above Stream
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SCA: Pipe_Outfall
Feature Class Field
Location_other

Field Type

chan_width_ft
Evid_of_dis

Double

Diameter_in
Diameter_ellip_in

Dis_note

Dis_photo
Dis_color

Dis_color_other
Dis_odor

Dis_odor_other
RSC_poss

Photo_2
Photo_3
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds

September 7, 2018

Long
Long

Description
Additional description of outfall location if
“Other” was selected for Location
Diameter of the pipe outfall, in inches
For elliptical pipes, the y-diameter, or the inner
width of the pipe, in inches
Width of the receiving channel, in feet
States whether there is any evidence of
discharge during dry weather; select Yes/No
Optional field for any additional comments
related to outfall discharge
Photo of discharge, if applicable
Color of the discharge, if applicable; choice of:
• Clear
• Medium Brown
• Dark Brown
• Green Brown
• Yellow Brown
• Green
• Blue
• Other
Additional description of outfall discharge color
if “Other” was selected for Dis_color
Odor of the discharge, if applicable; choice of:
• Sewage
• Oily
• Musky
• Fishy
• Rotten Eggs
• Chlorine
• Unknown
• None
• Other
Additional description of outfall discharge odor
if “Other” was selected for Dis_odor
States whether or not the pipe outfall had the
potential to utilize a Regenerative Stormwater
Conveyance (RSC) system: select Yes/No
Optional photo of pipe outfall
Optional photo of pipe outfall
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
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SCA: Pipe_Outfall
Feature Class Field
Severity

Severity_other
Correctability

Correctability_other
Access

Access_other

Outfall_notes
Photo_4
Notes

Field Type
Long

Long

Long

Description
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
• Other
Additional description of severity if “Other” was
selected for Severity
Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
• Other
Additional description of correctability if
“Other” was selected for Correctability
Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
• Other
Additional description of access if “Other” was
selected for Access
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the pipe outfall
Optional photo of pipe outfall
Optional field for any general notes

RSC

This field sheet documented characteristics related the potential to utilize a Regenerative
Stormwater Conveyance (RSC) system.
SCA: RSC
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape

September 7, 2018

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
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SCA: RSC
Feature Class Field
Date
Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID

Description
Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Severity

Long

Correctability

Long

Access

Long

Mature_trees
Headcut

Est_length_ft
Pot_conflicts
RSC_notes
Photo_us
Photo_ds
Photo_3
Photo_4

Long

Date of Assessment

Field team leader
RSC Assessment ID (e.g., RC-001, RC-002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Channel Alteration
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-RC-001)
Assigns an erosion severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
States presence of mature trees at the RSC
potential location; select Yes/No
States presence of a drop, nickpoints, or
headcuts in the channel; select Yes/No
Estimated potential RSC length
Optional field for any additional comments
related to potential RSC conflicts
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the potential RSC area
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Optional photo of RSC potential
Optional photo of RSC potential

Representative Site
September 7, 2018
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The representative site field form documents the overall condition of each reach. At least one
representative site field form was filled out per stream reach. Representative sites are represented
in the geodatabase as both a point feature class and a line feature class. The two feature classes
have the same attributes, with the line feature having one additional field, “Shape_Length”, in feet,
to document the length of the channel alteration.
SCA: Representative_Site
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape

Field Type

Date

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID

Photo_1
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds
Macro_substrata

Embeddedness

Fish_shelter

September 7, 2018

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point or Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field;
differentiates between line, point, and polygon;
representative site assessment data is available
as a point feature class and a line feature class
Date of Assessment

Field team leader
Representative Site Assessment ID (e.g., RE-001,
RE-002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Representative Site
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-RE-001)
Optional photo of the representative site
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Qualifies the quality of the attachment sites for
macroinvertebrates; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Qualifies how embedded the substrate is; choice
of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Qualifies the abundance and quality of the
shelter available for fish; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
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SCA: Representative_Site
Feature Class Field
Channel_alt

Field Type

Sediment_dep

Velocitydepth

Channel_flow

Bank_vegetation

Bank_condition

Riparian_veg

Width_riffle_ft
Depth_riffle_in
Width_pool_ft
September 7, 2018

Double
Long
Double

Description
Qualifies the extent of channel alteration due to
anthropogenic activities; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Qualifies the amount of sediment deposition in
the channel; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Qualifies stream velocity and depth
combinations; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Qualifies the channel flow status; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Qualifies bank protection provided by
vegetation; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Qualifies the condition of the banks; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Qualifies the extent and condition of the
riparian buffer vegetation; choice of:
• Optimal
• Suboptimal
• Marginal
• Poor
Average width of the riffles, in ft
Average depth in the riffles, in inches
Average width of the pools, in ft
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SCA: Representative_Site
Feature Class Field
Depth_pool_in
Bottom_type

Field Type

Description

Long

Average depth in the pools, in inches
Identifies the predominant type of substrate in
the channel bottom; choice of:
• Silts
• Sands
• Gravel
• Cobble
• Boulder
• Bedrock
Optional photo of the representative site
Optional photo of the representative site
Optional photo of the representative site
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the representative site
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the representative site
Optional field for any general notes
End photo of the representative site

Photo_2
Photo_3
Photo_4
Notes1
Notes2

General_notes
End_photo
Side Channel

This field sheet documented channels that were assessed in addition to reaches identified by DEP.
Side channels primarily consist of previously unmapped side tributaries or the uppermost
headwaters of a stream.
SCA: Side_Channel
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Date

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID
Flow

Outfall_visible

September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
Date of Assessment

Field team leader
Side Channel Assessment ID (e.g., SC-001, SC002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Channel Alteration
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-SC-001)
States presence of perennial flow in the side
channel; select Yes/No
States whether an outfall to the channel is
visible; select Yes/No
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SCA: Side_Channel
Feature Class Field
Outfall_source

Field Type

Description
Source of the outfall; choice of (more than 1 can
be selected):
• Stormwater BMP
• Stormdrain system (no BMP)
• Open swale/channel
• Culvert
• Unknown source
• Other
Additional description of the source of the
outfall if “Other” was chosen for Outfall_source
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Optional photo of side channel
Optional photo of side channel
Optional field for any general notes
Photo at end of side channel

Outfall_source_other
Photo_us
Photo_ds
Photo_3
Photo_4
Notes
End_Photo

Trash Dumping

Trash Dumping identifies locations where debris is being deposited in or near the channel.
SCA: Trash_Dumping
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Date

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID
Distribution

September 7, 2018

Field Type

Description

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
Date of Assessment
Field team leader
Trash Dumping Assessment ID (e.g., TD-001,
TD-002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Trash Dumping
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-TD-001)
Indicates the distribution of the trash; choice
of:
• Single Area
• Entire Site
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SCA: Trash_Dumping
Feature Class Field
Type

Field Type

Type_other

Photo_1
Amount_other
Volunteer_site
Land_own
Public_name
Severity

Long

Correctability

Long

Access

Long

TD_notes
September 7, 2018

Description
Categorizes the type of trash being dumped;
choice of:
• Residential
• Industrial
• Yard Waste
• Floatables
• Tires
• Construction
• Mixed Types
• Other
Additional description of trash type if “Other”
was chosen for Type
Optional photo of trash dumping
Estimate, by truckload, of the amount of trash
Documents if this would be a good site to
employ volunteer help to remove the trash;
select Yes/No
Defines the land ownership; choice of:
• Public
• Private
• Unknown
States the land owner if the land if publicly
owned
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Optional field for any additional comments
related to trash dumping
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SCA: Trash_Dumping
Feature Class Field
Photo_2
Photo_3
Photo_4

Field Type

Description
Optional photo of trash dumping
Optional photo of trash dumping
Optional photo of trash dumping

Unusual Condition

The unusual condition assessment allows the field crews to document any condition that cannot be
classified under any of the previous assessments.
SCA: Unusual_Condition
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Date

Assessed_by (team)
Assess_ID
Sub_ID
Reach_ID
Combined_ID
Type

Description

Desc_other

September 7, 2018

Description

Date
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Point; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates
between line, point, and polygon
Date of Assessment

Field team leader
Unusual Condition Assessment ID (e.g., UC-001,
UC-002, etc.)
Subwatershed ID (e.g., CJBC, CJLM)
Stream Reach ID (e.g., 105)
Unique ID assigned to each Unusual Condition
Assessment; includes Sub_ID - Reach_ID Assess_ID (e.g., CJLM-105-TD-001)
Documents if this is an unusual condition or a
comment
Categorizes the type of unusual condition;
choice of:
• Piped Stream
• Odor
• Excessive Algae
• Water Color/Clarity
• Red Flock
• Sewage
• Discharge
• Oil
• Unmapped Tributary
• Other
Additional description of unusual condition if
“Other” was chosen for Description
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SCA: Unusual_Condition
Feature Class Field
Channel_type

Description

Channel_type_other
RSC_poss

RSC_poss_other

Photo_1
Photo_2
Reach_photo_us
Reach_photo_ds
Photo_3
UC_notes1
UC_notes_2

Potential_cause
Severity

Long

Correctability

Long

September 7, 2018

Categories the channel type of the unusual
condition, if applicable; choice of:
• Eroded Tributary
• End of defined channel
• Stable Soil
• Other
Additional description if “Other” was chosen
for Channel_type
If “Eroded Tributary” was selected for Channel
type, this field states whether or not the
channel had the potential to utilize a
Regenerative Stormwater Conveyance (RSC)
system; choice of:
• Yes
• No
• Other
Additional description if “Other” was selected
for RSC_poss
Optional photo of unusual condition
Optional photo of unusual condition
Photo looking upstream
Photo looking downstream
Optional photo of unusual condition
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the unusual condition
Optional field for any additional comments
related to the unusual condition
Optional open field to document potential
causes of the unusual condition
Assigns a severity score; choice of:
• 1 (severe)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (minor)
• -1 (unknown)
Assigns a correctability score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
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SCA: Unusual_Condition
Feature Class Field
Access

Description
Long

Assigns an access score; choice of:
• 1 (best)
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 (worst)
• -1 (unknown)
Optional photo of unusual condition
Optional field for any general notes

Photo_4
Notes
Additional Mileage

Documentation of mileage assessed in addition to the reaches identified by DEP. Primarily consists
of eroded side tributaries or the uppermost headwaters of a stream.
SCA: Additional_Mileage
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Shape_Length
Subwatershed_ID

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates between line,
point, and polygon
Length of the additional mileage, in feet
Identifies the Subwatershed using a 4-letter abbreviation

No Stream Presence

Documentation of reaches identified by DEP that could not be assessed due to lack of a defined
stream channel (e.g., headwaters transitioned into swale).
SCA: NoStreamPresence
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Shape_Length
Subwatershed_ID

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates between line,
point, and polygon
Length of the additional mileage, in feet
Identifies the Subwatershed using a 4-letter abbreviation

Streams Assessed

Documentation of assessed reaches.
SCA: Streams_Assessed
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID

September 7, 2018

Description
Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
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SCA: Streams_Assessed
Feature Class Field
Shape
Shape_Length
Subwatershed_ID

Description
Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates between line,
point, and polygon
Length of the additional mileage, in feet
Identifies the Subwatershed using a 4-letter abbreviation

Streams No Access

Streams that were not assessed due to lack of access (e.g., landowner denied access; fencing
prevented access).
SCA: Streams_NoAccess
Feature Class Field
OBJECTID
Shape
Shape_Length
Subwatershed_ID

September 7, 2018

Description

Unique ID automatically assigned by ArcGIS
Line; ArcGIS auto assigned field; differentiates between line,
point, and polygon
Length of the additional mileage, in feet
Identifies the Subwatershed using a 4-letter abbreviation
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